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ON PARTIALLY HYPOELLIPTIC OPERATORS.
PART II: PSEUDO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
T. DAHN
LUND UNIVERSITY
Abstract. This study is an attempt at generalizing the class of partially
hypoelliptic differential operators to a class of pseudodifferential operators,
Symbol ideals are formed on the set of lineality and we discuss suitable
topologies that allow the generalizations.
1. Introduction
The results in this study are an attempt to generalize results on formally partially
hypoelliptic differential operators (cf. [7]) to more general operators. For a
discussion on representations of pseudo differential operators we refer to ([7]). For
a discussion on fundamental results on the class of differential operators, see ([8]).
The generalization is based upon symbols in a (geometric) ideal
f ∈ (I) = ( ker h ), and f(ζ) = F (γ)(ζ), where γ is considered in a dynamical
system (or pseudo base), F is a lifting operator and ζ in a domain of holomorphy.
The micro-local analysis is based upon the set of lineality and we will discuss
generalizations of this set of invariance. We consider for instance the weighted
lineality, of points η, such that Q(x+η)Q(x) τηhτη = h, for a self-adjoint and
hypoelliptic polynomial Q and where τη denotes translation. A longer discussion
on this set appears in the end of this study.
Allthrough the study we will use the concept of monotropy (cf. [6]). A
monotropic function is a continuous function f such that there exists a
holomorphic function with zero’s within ǫ distance from the zero’s to f . We
consider monotropic ideals such that h = τǫw, where w is algebraic in the sense
that w(x2) = w2(x) and we write h ∼m w. A longer discussion on the monotropic
functions and functionals is given in ([7]).
2. Symbols in a geometric ideal
Reduced operators. Let’s define a real set, called the set of lineality, as the
zero’s to a holomorphic function ϕλ(itη) = Pλ(ξ + itη)− Pλ(ξ),
∆C = {η ∈ Rm; P(ξ + itη)− P(ξ) = 0 ∀ξ ∈ Rν , ∀t ∈ R} = Zϕλ
We can define a pseudoconvex neighborhood of Zϕλ using
(1 + c | ζ |)k | ϕλ(ζ) |2= Ch(ζ) for a holomorphic function h ∈ H(U ′), U ⊂ U ′, for
an open set U ′, for positive constants c, C and k. Let
g(ζ) = Ch(ζ)− (1+ | ζ |)k | ϕλ(ζ) |2, be the holomorphic function defining U . Pλ
denotes for λ ∈ C the operator P − λ.
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Lemma 2.1. If Pλ is reduced for complex lineality (with respect to one
dimensional translations), thus ∆C = {0} , then there are positive constants c, C,
such that (1+ | ξ |)c ≤ C | Pλ(ξ) | for all ξ ∈ Rν .
Assume Hc is the class of polynomials satisfying the inequality in Lemma 2.1, for
some constant c. For h(ζ) = 0, since gt is reduced, for some positive integer t,
there is a positive σ, such that | ξ |σ≤| g(ξ) |, for large ξ ∈ Rm. Thus,
| ξ |tσ−k′′≤ C | ϕλ(ξ) |2t, for some positive k′′. For | h(ζ) |> 0, the inequality for
h, is immediate. Assuming the defining polynomial is self-adjoint, we conclude
that ϕtλ ∈ H 12 (tσ−k′′)(Rm). This means, for a sufficient number of iterations,
σ > k′′/t and the polynomial is reduced. The constant k′′ < 1, so there is a
positive integer N (possibly smaller than t), such that σ > 1/N and ϕNλ is
hypoelliptic in L2. Note that this hypoellipticity is not dependent on λ.
Proposition 2.2. If P (D) is a constant coefficients, partially hypoelliptic
operator, there is an iteration index N0, such that P (D)
N is hypoelliptic in D′, for
all N ≥ N0.
We can prove a similar result for self-adjointness. The notation P ≺ Q indicates
that the quotient | (P/Q)(ξ) | is bounded as | ξ |→ ∞ ξ real and P ≺≺ Q that the
same quotient goes to zero as | ξ |→ ∞.
Lemma 2.3. Assume P and Q constant coefficients differential operators such
that P ≺ Q, Q hypoelliptic and (Pϕ,Qϕ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ N(Q)⊥. Then P ≺≺ Q.
3. Geometric symbol ideals
We have the following problem: For which class of operators, do we have that the
iterated symbols define hypoelliptic operators?
We will use notions and results from [18]. An ideal of holomorphic functions, in
the sense of [18], is an ordered set of (f, δ), where f is holomorphic in δ ⊂ Cν ,
that is closed for addition and multiplication with a holomorphic function, on the
intersection of the domains corresponding to the functions. Two ideals are said to
be equivalent, if for every point in the domain, any function in one ideal for this
point, is in the other for the point. A local pseudo-base for the ideal (I), is a finite
system K of holomorphic functions Fi ∈ (I) such that for every f ∈ (I),
f ≡ 0( mod K) in a neighborhood of a given point. If an ideal has a pseudo-base,
then any equivalent ideal has a pseudo-base. A geometric ideal, is an ideal,
defined as holomorphic functions and domains (f, δ), such that f ≡ 0 on Σ ∩ δ,
where Σ is a given characteristic set (analytic set).
Condition 3.1 (HE). A class of holomorphic functions K, is said to have the
property (HE), if it satisfies the criterion on complex zero’s for hypoellipticity,
that is if f ∈ (I) and ζ is such that f(ζ) = 0 and Im ζ is bounded, then Re ζ is
bounded.
(cf. ([11]))
Lemma 3.2. Given (I), an ideal of holomorphic functions with the property
3.1, we have a local pseudo-base.
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Proof: The condition 3.1 defines a geometric ideal, why the Lemma follows from a
theorem by H. Cartan [18] Ch VIII, sec.3 .
We will in this section study only entire functions of finite type. The ideals can
thus be studied in the topology Exp ρ,A(C
ν) and we assume that ρ is chosen so
that we have a product topology. Any C∞(R)-function, real-valued and of
exponentially finite (real) type, is the real part of an analytic function, in fact
such a function is a real-analytic function itself. The same result holds in several
variables for Exp A with product-topology, by iteration of the one-dimensional
result. Thus, given a real-valued function in C∞(Rν) of (real) exponential type A,
we have f = Re F in Exp A.
Assume E(x, y) a kernel in C∞(Ω× Ω), Ω ⊂ Rν , that can be represented, by the
real part of a holomorphic function f and thus has a representation in C∞ by a
real analytic function. Assume F has complex zero’s (in both variables separately
), that include the set of common complex zero’s, for an ideal (IHE), defined by
the property 3.1. Assume K a local pseudo-base of holomorphic functions
F1, . . . , Fp for (IHE). According to Rückert Nullstellensatz ( [18])
Fλ ≡ 0( mod K)
for some real number λ. This means, that we can determine holomorphic
functions A1, . . . , Ap in H(Ω× Ω), such that Fλ =
∑r
j=1 AjFj , in H(Ω× Ω).
As the regularizing operators are compact, we note that for reduced and
regularizing operators the square root of the operator is defined. More precisely,
since the operator ideal of compact operators is idempotent, if we consider a
reduced F ∈ H ∩ L2 and F = [F 1/2, F 1/2], we have that F 1/2 corresponds to a
compact operator and if we use that H ∩L2 is nuclear, we see that F 1/2 ∈ H ∩L2.
Assume F1, . . . , Fp a pseudobase of hypoelliptic polynomials, V = ∩jZFj , then
locally ZF1 ∩ Ω1 = ZF2 ∩Ω1, for a domain of holomorphy Ω1. Since the
pseudo-base elements are assumed hypoelliptic, it is sufficient to consider the real
part Pj = Re Fj and we have P1 = HP2 for instance with H real analytic in Ω1.
Using parametrices to these operators, adjusted to E ′, we see that E2 = HE1,
where Ej are entire and of type 0 for j = 1, 2. This means that, H is entire and of
type < 0 (study I = HP2E1) and is thus bounded and by Liouvilles’ theorem,
constant ( if the argument is divided into two inclusions, we get H ′ = 1/H ′′
constant ) We conclude that P1 ∼ P2 and thus F1 ∼ F2. The same argument can
be applied for any pseudo-base elements. We can also use this argument to prove
that it is sufficient to consider (IHE) as generated by hypoelliptic and equivalent (
in strength ) operators and over constant coefficients.
A lacunary point for an ideal (I), is a point such that for all functions f ∈ (I), f
is not in (I) for this particular point. We have seen (cf. [8]) that for partially
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hypoelliptic, constant coefficients polynomials, the set of lacunary points relative
the corresponding ideal (IHE), is a (locally) finitely generated set.
The symbol E, can now be represented as
E =
1
2
[
bΓ+f + bΓ−f
]
Over the lineality, we have that E = Re f and outside this set we have that the
difference is in Exp 0,‖·‖ and in C
∞. Particularly, if the symbol allows real
support, the limit is well defined and uncomplicated. The set of complex lineality,
can be defined as before, but we will have to prove a proposition analogous to bΓ
being portable by ∆C.
4. Lineality for an ideal
Assume the ideal (I) defined by a homomorphism h, that is (I) = ( ker h).
Consider now the lineality , ∆(h), corresponding to h with h ∼∞ Re h, where
∼∞ refers to equivalence in strength (cf. [8]). If h is injective, naturally
∆(h(f)) = ∆(f) for all f ∈ (I). Otherwise τηh(f) = h(f) is equivalent with
tτηf − f ∈ Jh and we define ∆I(h) = {η τηf − f ∈ Jh for all f ∈ (I)}. We
assume in this context, that η defines a full line. Assume further that h maps
real-analytical functions on real-analytical functions. Using the theory on analytic
functionals (cf. [15] ), if bΓh is quasi-portable by ∆I(h), then it is portable by
∆I(h). Quasi-portability means particularly that the limit lim∆I(h)∋η→0 τηh(f)
exists, independently of the choice of η ∈ ∆I(h) and assuming ∆I(h) is analytic,
we can conclude that bΓh is portable by ∆I(h). Strictly speaking, if the ideal is
over H(U), for an open set U , the porteur is U ×∆I , but we will write the
porteur as ∆I , since bΓ does not depend on U .
For a reduced F , algebraic over τη, the equality τη(BF ) = τη(B)τη(F ) = BF
should be treated as τηBτη = B. Assume B = IB′ , that is given by an integral
operator with kernel B′, then τηB = Bτ−η. We assume also,
B′(x+ η, y − η) = B′(x, y), that is η is in the lineality for the kernel, separately in
each variable η ∈ ∆x,y(B′). Particularly, if η ∈ ∆(h) and if ker σh gives the
coefficients to h(f) = 0 on the form of integral operators B with kernel B′. Then,
for all B ∈ ker σh, we have B′(x+ η, y − η) = B′(x, y).
Assume f is not reduced, but partially hypoelliptic and h(f) with the same
properties. h(f) =
∑
j AjFj with Aj ∈ H and Fj reduced and f =
∑
j BjFj with
Bj ∈ H . Finally, h(Fj) = αjFj for constants αj and all j. Then, η ∈ ∆(h(f)) ⇐
η ∈ ∩j∆(Aj). If further h(Bj) = βjBj for constants βj and all j, then
∆(h(f)) = ∆(f). Otherwise,
h(Bj)
Bj
= βj ∈ H not all constant, but with kernel β′j .
Thus, η ∈ ∆(h(Bj)) implies that β′j are invariant in both variables separately for
translation with η. Finally,
η ∈ ∆x,y
(h(Bj)
Bj
)⇔ τηBj −Bj ∈ Jh ∀j
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5. Schwartz-type topology
We make the following proposition, assume (I) a symmetric ideal of holomorphy
with topology of Schwartz-type (cf. [15]) and a compact translation.
Proposition 5.1. If ψ ∈ (I) and ψ ∼m 0 in | ζ |-infinity. Then we have that
{dζψ = ψ = 0} is nowhere dense in N(I).
Proof:
Assume ψ is approximated by reduced ψj ∈ (I) such that dζψj 6= 0. Let
X = N(I) and assume ψ defined on an open, small, complex set Ω ⊃ X . Assume
further that Vj = {ζ ∈ Ω ψj(ζ) = ψ(ζ)} and that as ψj → ψ, we have Vj ↑ Ω. In
case Vj is connected, we have an infinite zero on Vj for ψj − ψ. Through the
condition ψ ∼m 0, if the | ζ |-infinity lies in a connected component in lim Vj ,
then dζψj ∼m dζψ, why the zero for ψ is simple in the | ζ |- infinity.
Assume ψ(x) = τxφ/φ, where φ is considered on the real space. Let
Γ = {x ψ(x) = 1} and let Γj be the corresponding sets for the approximating
sequence ψj . As ψj are reduced, the sets Γj must be isolated points and as
ψj → ψ, we must have Γj → Γ, why if lim Vj connected, the set Γ must be a
point.
Note that a condition ψ → 1 in the | ζ |-infinity should be compared with the
condition of slow oscillation, when Im ψ → 0, why we always assume (I)
symmetric. Note that (I) with compact translation can be seen as radical and
thus as finitely generated, why we expect the minimally defined situation.
Lemma 5.2. Assume existence of {ψj} such that ψj → ψ and ψj reduced in (I)
and such that dζψj 6= 0 ∀j. Let Γ = {x ψ = 1}. Then we have that Γ is an
isolated point.
Lemma 5.3. There is an approximating sequence {ψj} according to the
previous Lemma.
The second Lemma is immediate, since (IRED) ⊂ (I) and if the condition ψ ∼m 0
is satisfied for ψ such that Re ψ → 1 and Im ψ → 0 as | ζ |→ ∞, that is we are
in the proposition considering the set {d(ψ − 1) = (ψ − 1) = 0}, then the
approximating sequence exists as the translation is assumed compact.
Considering the first Lemma, if we do not have a connected component in the
limit-point, there is at least one point in Ω where all the jets for lim ψj and ψ
coincide. Assume now dζψj − ψ1 → 0, with dζψj 6= 0 and ψ1 ∼m dζψ. We then
have modulo monotropy that ψ1 6= 0 in the limit point, why ψ has a simple zero
there. In the same manner we see that Γ is a point ( modulo monotropy ).
Finally, we obviously have {ψ1 = ψ = 0} is nowhere dense in X , why the
proposition follows modulo monotropy.
Consider the case with topology of Schwartz-type and weakly compact
translation. More precisely, consider rad (I) and (I) is assumed as above with
compact translation. If (I) = ker w for a homomorphism w, that we assume
algebraic modulo monotropy, that is w is such that wN is locally injective.
According to proposition 5.1, if ψ ∼m 0 and w(ψ) = 0, we have that
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{dζw(ψ) = w(ψ) = 0} is nowhere dense in N(I). Further ψN ∈ (I) means that
ψ ∼m 0 and {dζw(ψN ) = w(ψN ) = 0} is nowhere dense in N(I) and for a suitable
N we see that {dζψ = ψ = 0} is nowhere dense in N(I), where the argument is
modulo monotropy.
6. Lacunary points
There will be significant lacunary cases in this approach. For instance any case,
where bΓ is not portable by the lineality, is lacunary for the symbolclass. More
precisely, a lacunary case, is when the symbols g(α)(itη), in the development of
g(ζ)− g(x), are only locally constant in a neighborhood of 0. We study
neighborhoods of Γg, such that there exists constants Ct,ǫ
Λt,ǫ = {η e−ǫ‖x‖ | g(x+ itη)− g(x) |≤ Ct,ǫ}
where g(ζ)− g(x) has real type 0. Obviously, for any finite t, these sets consist of
all η. We can find a-priori-estimates in [15],
log | g(α)(itη)− g(α)(0) |≤ γα(itη) where
γα(itη) =
1
(πρ2)n−k
∫ ρ
0
∫ 2π
0
. . .
∫ 2π
0
log | g(α)(itη + reiθ)− g(α)(reiθ) | ×
×dθk+1 . . . θνdrk+1 . . . drν
Immediately, γα(0) = 0 and | γα(itη) |≤ ǫt, for some small positive ǫ. Further,
| γα(itη) |≤ tρ logMα(t+ ρ), where Mα(R) = sup‖tη‖∞≤R | g(α)(itη)− g(α)(0) | and
as usual Mα(R)
1
|α| → 0 as | α |→ ∞, for all R. Finally, we have the following
result (cf. [12] Cor. 4.4.14). The Lelong number vϕ(ζ) is defined for a
pluri-subharmonic function ϕ on an open set Ω ⊂ Cν as
vϕ(ζ) = lim
r→0
∫
dµ(ζ + w)
c2n−2r2n−2
, where dµ = ∆ϕ/2π.
Let V = iΓg ∩ Ω and ϕ = 12 log | g(ζ)− g(x) |2, then vϕ(ζ) = 0 for ζ ∈ Ω\V and
vϕ(ζ) on V gives the order of zero in ζ.
Note that in the case where g(α) is only locally constant, we consider support-sets
for ĝ(α) for x ∈ Rm on the form x ∈ C∗[t0,t1] if and only if tx ∈ C∗[t0,t1] for all t such
that t0 ≤ t ≤ t1. Then obviously, ĝ(α) ∈ L1(C∗[t0,t1]). Further, for η ∈ ∆t,ǫ
| g(α)(−itη) |≤|
∫
C∗
[t0,t1]
e−i<x,itη>ĝ(α)(x)dx |≤ eHt0,t1 (η) ‖ ĝ(α) ‖L1
and using the norm for locally summable Fourier-transforms, Mβ
(1) | Dβg(α)(−itη) |≤ eHt0,t1 (η)Mβ(g(α))
where the last expression is well-defined, assuming that g(α) is not constant on the
support-set that we are considering. Particularly, using Cauchy’s inequalities
| g(α)(itη) |≤Mt−|α|
why | g(α)(itη) |→ 0 as | α |→ ∞ and as t→∞. As t1 →∞ in (1), we see that
g(α) → 0, so we can consider support-sets that are actually regular cones.
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Conversely, we have to consider α larger than the Lelong-number on the
support-cones, to avoid degeneracy in (1). We get expressions like
| Dβ(g(ζ)− g(x)) |≤ C
∞∑
d
eHt0 (η)Mβ(F(α)) | xα |
for F(α) = (g(α)(itη)− g(α)(0)).
We say that x′ preserves a constant value, if F (x′, y) is analytic for x′ inner to a
closed contour (assume product of contours) and y is outer to another closed
contour, and if F (x′, y) = f(x′, y)− f(x′, xn)→ 0 as y →∞. Assume for instance
C,C′, C1, C
′
1 simple, closed contours in the respective planes x
′, xn such that C
′
inner to C′1 and C outer to C1. Assume F analytic for x
′ inner to C′1 and y outer
to C1, a a point outer to C
′
1 and b a point inner to C1. Then according to Cousin
( [6] §24, Prop. 4), for any small positive ǫ, there is a polynomial in
(x′ − a)−1, (y − b)−1, such that for x′ inner to C, y′ outer to C′,
| F (x′, y)−Q( 1
x′ − a ,
1
y − b) |< ǫ
and we can produce estimates, for η ∈ ∆t,ǫ as
| f(x′, xn + itη)− f(x′, xn) |< ǫ+
∑
αAαt
−α, for constants Aα and x
′ inner to C.
6.1. Lacunary points for the induced topology. Inducing a topology on the
geometric ideal of operator symbols will affect the lacunary points for this ideal.
In an attempt to understand this problem, we will modify the concept of a
quasi-portable functional limit. T is said to be quasi-portable ( with respect to
X) by an open set Γ ⊂ Ω, if there exists a µT ∈ H ′Γ(Ω) such that T = iΓ,Ω(µT )
where iΓ,Ω : (X)
′(Γ)→ (X)′(Ω). Let i∗ : (X)(Ω)→ (X)(Γ). If a measure µ with
respect to X , is portable with respect to X by Γ, then
|< µx, φ >|≤ C ‖ φ ‖X(Γ), for all φ ∈ (X)(Ω),
why in this case the measure is also strictly portable (with respect to X) by Γ.
Assume more generally ΓR a real, convex set. According to the theory of analytic
functionals, if ∆Γ is the indicator to ΓC and hF (η) = lim supt→∞
1
t log | F (tη) |,
for η real close to Γ, | η |= 1 and F = F T (the Fourier-Borel transform) to
T ∈ H ′ and for ΓC = ΓR + iΓR which we assume closed, (iΓR)◦ = (iΓR)⊥.
Assume µ a measure with respect to X = H ∩ L2, that is
(2) | µ(φ)(x) |≤ C ‖ φ ‖, ∀φ ∈ X(Ω)
Ω an open set in Rν containing x. Let Γy = {ty, t ∈ R} and
ΓC = {y, | µ(φ)(x + iΓy)) |≤ C ‖ φ ‖ ∀φ ∈ X(Ω + iΓy)}.
We can assume Ω = Rν and T Γy = Ω+ iΓy. Over ΓC we obviously have
(3) lim
t→0
µ(φ)(x + ity) = µ(lim
t→0
φ)(x + ity)
and we claim that bΓµ can be considered as quasi-portable by Γ, the union over
all finite constants C in (2). The limits (3) are trivial over the lineality-set, that is
∆φ = {y;µ(φ)(x+ ity) = µ(φ)(x)∀t ∀x}. Outside ΓC in a conical neighborhood,
Υ ⊂ Γ, since the limit is trivial in X(TΥ), we have
| lim
t→0
µ(φ)(x + ity′) |≤ C′ ‖ φ ‖ ∀φ ∈ X(TΥ),
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why the limit on the left side of (3) exists, for a new constant C′. Assume finally,
that µ is reduced in L2, then for all φ ∈ X(TΥ) and (τy′µ)(x) = µ(x + ity′) for an
y′ ∈ Υ\ΓC , | (τy′µ)(φ)(x) |≤ C′′ ‖ φ ‖ and φ ∈ X(TΥ), where we have used that
the translation will be bounded in X . We see that to any Υ ⊂ Γ, there is a
translated measure, defining the same functional limit bΓµ.
Proposition 6.1. Assume µ a measure with respect to L2 ∩H, then bΓµ is
quasi-portable by the lineality for µ. If µ is a measure as above, such that also µ̂ is
a measure with respect to L2 ∩H, we have for a φ ∈ L2 ∩H and FT = µ̂(φ) (x),
T is semiportable by ΓC = ΓR + iΓR, the lineality to µ̂(φ) when ‖ φ ‖≤ 1.
If for a closed, convex set Γ, the functional T is portable by every convex
neighborhood of Γ, then T is said to be semi-portable by Γ.
Lemma 6.2. T is semi-portable by ΓC if and only if hF (x + ity) = 0 for
iy ∈ (iΓR)◦ or if and only if hF (x+ ty) = 0 for y ∈ (ΓR)◦ = (ΓR)⊥.
It is thus, for our application X ′
(0)
of no significance if we consider real or
complex translations.
Assume now F = limt→0
[
F (x+ ty)− F (x)], where F is for instance µ̂(φ)(x), for
a measure µ, such that µ̂ ∈ X ′(0), Assume Γ the lineality to µ̂(φ), if ‖ φ ‖≤ 1, we
have hF (x+ ty) = 0, for y ∈ Γ, for all x, why T is semi-portable (with respect to
X) by ΓC. If hF (η) ≤ 1 for all η ∈ δΓ, where δΓ = {y∗ Re < y∗, y >= 1 y ∈ Γ},
then T is portable by Γ and hF (η) ≤ ∆Γ for all real η. Finally, if i∗ is defined as
before with Ω = Rν and µ ∈ C′(Cν) is such that µ̂ ∈ X and µ = µ1 + µ2 with
‖ i∗µ̂ ‖X(Rν)= 0. We then have that ‖ µ̂ ‖X(Rν)= constant(= 1) implies existence
of a T̂ ∈ (X)′(ΓC), such that i∗C(µ̂) = T̂ . Further,
|< µ̂, φ >|≤ C ‖ µ̂ ‖X(Rν)‖ φ ‖X(Rν)≤ C′ ‖ φ ‖X(Rν) .
Thus, µ̂ is a measure with respect to X , strictly portable by ΓC.
7. A global base for partially hypoelliptic operators
Define for Fj ∈ K j = 1, . . . , p, a set
GΩ = {(x, Fj(x)) | dΓf |≤ 1}
where, dΓf = bΓf − f , can be defined on real or complex arguments. Define an
ideal (Iconst) over GΩ, as g = bΓf −
∑
j AjFj , that is bΓf ≡ g( mod K) (assume
for now that we are dealing with entire functions) and where const is referring to
constant coefficients Aj in the pseudo-base development. The zero’s for (Iconst)
are given as points such that bΓf ≡ 0( mod K). We then have that GΩ can be
approximated from the outside, by polynomially defined sets. Further,
f ≡ dΓf( mod K) where according to Lemma 20.1, dΓf is of type 0. Over the set
of lineality, we have f ≡ g( mod K). Further, it is possible to construct a local
pseudo-base for the projection of (Iconst) on the first variable in GΩ. If f is of
type A and g is developed in a local pseudo-base for (Iconst), according to the
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remainder theorem, it can be given as a polynomial in Fj ’s with holomorphic
coefficients of type A.
Consider, for this situation, lacunary points as points such that dΓf /∈ (IHE) Note
that if f ∈ (IHE) is of type A > 0, then f is reduced. That is if f (α)(itη) is
constant 6= 0, for all α, then η = 0. Since assuming η 6= 0, means∑
β 6=0 cβ(f
(αβ)(0))tβ 6= 0, for some β, thus f (α) is not a constant 6= 0. If on the
other hand f (αβ)(0) = 0, for all β, the type is 0!.
The Cousin integral ( [18]) is defined as
Φ(x, y) =
1
2πi
∫
L
f(x, z)
z − y dz
where x is assumed as inner to γ = γ1 × . . .× γn, where γj are closed contours in
respective plane, where L is a line containing the point y0 in the y-plane
(one-dimensional). L is assumed inner for a closed contour Γ and f is assumed
analytic (regular) for (x, y) inner to (γ,Γ). Assume l a line through y0, which
does not intersect L in any other point and which is inner for Γ. Then Φ is
analytic (regular) for x inner to γ and y not on L, but otherwise arbitrary. The
analytic continuation Φ˜ can be shown to be analytic in y0 and on l, on one side of
L. Φ˜ = Φ± f (cf. [6]).
Proposition 7.1. Assume ∆C the lineality set and r(IHE)
A a radical ideal of
holomorphy taken over entire functions of type A > 0. Then there exists an ideal
of holomorphy JA, with the zero’s given by ∆C, such that JA ∼ r(IHE )A.
Proof: Assume g ∈ JA, since this is a geometric ideal, we have g =
∑
j cjφj and
we assume that in a sufficiently small neighborhood of ∆C, φj ∈ r(IHE), for all j.
Thus gt ∈ (IHE), for large t. Conversely, if g ∈ r(IHE) and g = 0 on ∆C, then
gt = 0 on ∆C and g
t =
∑
i aiFi in a neighborhood of ∆C. We may assume Fi = 0
on ∆C, for all i, which gives a development of g
t in the pseudobase for JA, which
is a radical ideal.
Assume g entire and in JA and that g → 0 on a line L1. Assume L2 another line
in the same coordinate-plane, it is then a corollary to Lindelöf’s theorem, that
g → 0 on the sector between and including L1 and L2. That is, since g is of type
0, there is a F analytic for 1/ | z |> ǫ such that in this region, zg(z) = F (1z ) and
the corollary can be applied on zg(z). The corresponding Cousin-integrals
ϕj(x, y) =
1
2πi
∫
Lj
g(x, z)
z − y dz j = 1, 2
have the property that ϕ1 + ϕ2 = 0. The argument can be repeated, so that
Φ =
∑
p ϕp = 0 describes the entire ∆C. According to Cousin (cf. [6]) there is a
"global" function which coincides with ϕp on the corresponding inner sector for
each p and such that Φ˜−Φ is analytic. We claim that the second Cousin-problem
is solvable in this situation and that the ideal JA has a global pseudobase.
Particularly, if ∆C = {0}, we have a global pseudo-base for (IHE).
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8. The Rückert Nullstellensatz
We have established that Re P ∈ H+, where H+ denotes Hc for positive c and
Im P ≺≺ P implies P ∈ H+, but the converse does not hold, that is P ∈ H+
does not imply that Im P ≺≺ P , more precisely I∗+ ⊂ I+ ⊂ r(I+). According to
the real version of Nullstellensatz, the given ideal I is radical if and only if
P 21 + . . . P
2
k ∈ I implies Pi ∈ I, for all i. This is consistent with our results on
hypoellipticity for self-adjoint polynomial-operators in L2(Rν). Particularly, for a
radical ideal of real symbols, locally | f |2∈ I ⇒ Re f, Im f ∈ I and in our case,
the ideal is locally given by real zero’s. If for an ideal I, we let I∗ = { Re f f ∈ I}
and IC = I
∗ + iI∗ the "complexified" ideal, it not difficult to see that IC = I if
and only if I is radical. For symbols as entire functions, we give the following
result
Proposition 8.1. Assume F = (F1, . . . , Fp) a global pseudo-base for I
∗,A
HE , the
ideal of hypoelliptic symbols, self-adjoint and of type A and V = ∩jN(Fj). If f is
an entire function of type A, such that f = 0 on V ,then according to Rückert’s
Nullstellensatz, we can find constants A1, . . . , Ap, such that
( Im f)λ =
∑
j
AjFj in Ω
for Ω a holomorphically convex neighborhood of V and for λ > 0 real.
In the polynomial case, assuming Re f ∈ I∗,AHE and λ > 1, for f as in the
proposition, we have f ∈ IAHE . If I∗,APHE = r(I∗,AHE ) then this must be a radical
ideal, and it is locally defined by its real zero’s.
9. The Whitney closure
Assume, in analogy with Kohn’s approach ([13]), α(T ) = ψ(ζ+T )ψ(ζ) . For an analytic
homomorphism b, b(ψ)(ζ + T ) = 1α(T )b(ψ)(ζ) + CT . If CT = 0 we know that α is
holomorphic and non-constant on a bounded set, symmetric around the origin.
Let Σ(b(ψ)) = {T b(ψ)(ζ + T ) = b(ψ)(ζ) + CT }. Define the Whitney-closure,
(ICT=0) = {ψ b(ψ)(ζ + T ) = b(ψ)(ζ) + CT }.
Proposition 9.1. There is an ideal (J) such that rad(J) ∼ (ICT=0)
Let Ω0 = {T b(ψ)(ζ + T ) = b(ψ)(ζ)} with Ω(j)0 = {T b(ψj)(ζ + T ) = b(ψj)(ζ)}.
We can prove that Ω
(j)
0 ↓ {0} as j ↑ ∞. Consider ψ = 0 on Ω(j)0 , then
ψ ∈ I(Ω(j)0 )), where Ω(j)0 = N(J) for some J and ψ ∈ rad(J). Add a constant,
such that ψ − c = 0 on Ω(j)0 , this gives the result ( modulo monotropy ). We will
now prove a correspondent to regular approximations of periodic points.
Proposition 9.2. Consider the sets V = {T B(ζ + T ) = B(ζ)} and
V ′ = {T DB(ζ + T ) = DB(ζ)}, where D = Dζ1 . . .Dζn . In the finitely generated
case, we have that V ∩ V ′ nowhere dense in V ′. This means that there are
Tj ∈ Σ(B) such that B(ζ + Tj) = B(ζ) + cj and 0 6= cj → 0 as Tj → T0 and
T0 ∈ V .
Proof:
Assume (J) with Schwartz-type topology and with a weakly compact translation,
in the sense that we assume τT is compact over (J) and weakly compact over
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rad(J). Let B = h(f), f ∈ (J) and reduced, then modulo monotropy,
B2 ∼m h2(f) and if hN = 1 for N ≥ N0 we see that τT is compact over an iterate
of B. Further τTB = h(τ
′
T f), where τ
′
T = τT ′ is also a translation. For T ∈ V ′ we
have that B(ζ + T )−B(ζ) = cT for all ζ ∈ B, a bounded set in Ω pseudoconvex
and where the constant cT is dependent on T . Assume further T → T0 ∈ V . Our
proposition is that there is a sequence of Tj in V
′ such that Tj → T0. For h
algebraic, the result follows from the conditions on f and proposition 9.1. For
h = τǫw and w algebraic, there is a Tj , τTjB
2 −B2 = CTj → 0 as Tj → T0.
Modulo monotropy, this means that h(τTjB −B) ∼m CTj → 0. The condition
Tj ∈ V ′ means that τTjB −B = C′Tj and we have h(C′Tj ) ∼m CTj → 0 as above.
10. A monotropy-ideal
Cousin [6] uses the concept of monotropy as a weak sufficiency condition for
solving the Cousin-problems. We will develop some results for pseudo-differential
operators using this concept. Assume A a set of isolated points, for a continuous
function g, then there is a holomorphic function, with zero’s on A ∩ U , for an
open set U . Let Aǫ be a set such that P ∈ Aǫ ∩ U ⇒ ∃P ′ ∈ A ∩ U , such that
| P − P ′ |< ǫ. Let fǫ be the holomorphic function that has zero’s on Aǫ ∩ U , we
use the notation fǫ ∼m g.
Rouché’s theorem can be used to define a "monopropy" ideal Jǫh such that,
f ∈ Jǫh, if there exists a homomorphism g, such that
| h(f)− g(f) |< ǫ | h(f) | on δΩ
for a small ǫ > 0, where Ω is a small disc-neighborhood of a point in N(Jh). This
condition means that h(f) and g(f) have the same number of zero’s (counted with
multiplicity) in Ω. The condition particularly means that h(f) ∼m g(f). Assume
further that g is an algebraic homomorphism, g2(f) = g(f2) that commutes with
h, such that g(f)− f2 ∈ Jh, that is h(f2) = hg(f). If we have h(f)− g(f) ∈ Jh,
then h(f2) = h2(f). Otherwise, if f ∈ Jǫh with Zf ⊂ Zh(f),
h2(f)− h(f2) = h(h(f)− g(f)) ∼m 0, that is h2(f) ∼m h(f2) over Jǫh. In the
simplest case g can be chosen as the identity operator.
Given our analytic homomorphism h over an ideal (I), there is an algebraic
homomorphism g, such that locally h ∼m g over (I). Assume h is a
homomorphism with Zf ⊂ Zh(f) and hN injective. Further, Ω = nbhdZf and
h(f) 6= 0 on δΩ, where Ω = Ω(R) and 1/R <| 1 +∑j αj |, where hj(f) = αjf .
Assume further that R is so large that RC > 1/ǫ, for a given ǫ > 0, where C is
such that | hN (f)− f |= C | f |. Thus, there exists an open set Ω = Ω(R) such
that | h(f)− f |< ǫ | f | on δΩ. If α = h(f)/f is holomorphic on δΩ and | α |> ǫ
on δΩ, the existence of an algebraic homomorphism (dependent on Ω) follows.
For h such that h2 is injective, we have existence of a square g with respect to h,
h−1gh = α, for α(f) = f2. Thus, h−1g2h = α2 and so on. If hα = αh, we have
α−1g =
√
g = 1. Again h(f)− g(f) = h(f)− f2 and h(f)− g(f) ∈ Jh ⇔
h2(f) = h(f2). Let
Iǫf = {g τǫg = 0 Zf ∩ Ω ∃ǫ small},
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where τǫ denotes translation and Ω is a small domain of holomorphy around Zf .
If h has integral representation, we have h:Iǫf → I−ǫf continuously. This means
that h does not spread zero’s much. For h such that h(f) ∼∞ Re h(f) with h2
injective and f reduced, we have h(f)2(ζ) = 0 implies h(f)(ζ) = 0. Assume g the
square with respect to h as above and h2(f) = g(τǫf)
2, then h2(f) = 0 implies
f = 0. In the same way τǫh
2(f) = 0 implies τǫf = 0, why ǫ = 0. Note that h
2 is
reduced if and only if g2 is reduced. Thus, with these conditions, h2(f) = h(f)2.
Proposition 10.1. Assume h a homomorphism with Re h ∼∞ h and hN
injective, for N > N0, N0 some positive number. Then we have over J
ǫ
h, that h is
an algebraic homomorphism.
Proof:
The condition f ∈ Jǫh means that there exists an algebraic homomorphism g, such
that hN−1(f) = gN−1(τǫf). Note that ǫ depends on both f and ζ. Then
hN(f) = gN−2(τ2ǫ f
2) = gN(τǫf) means that ǫ = 0, thus h
N (f) = h(f)N . 
Define (Imh ) = {f h(f) = τǫg(f)} for an algebraic homomorphism g and for some
ǫ. We are assuming hτǫ = τ
′
ǫh, where also τ
′
ǫ is assumed to be translation. Let
Bǫ = {f τǫf/f not constant }. We form (Imh ) over
(I) = {f Bǫ bounded and symmetric with respect to the origin }. We are
assuming the translation (weakly) compact over (I), why g(Bǫ) has the same
properties over (I). If f ∈ (Imh ), we have τ
′
ǫf
f =
g−1h(f)
f . Further, if h(f) ∼m g(f),
we have (with a different ǫ) h(f)2 ∼m g(f2), that is the representation is invariant
for iteration. Assume h(f2) ∼m h(f)2 (algebraic translation), then fN ∈ (Imh )
implies f ∈ (Imh ), that is we have a radical ideal.
11. Measure zero domains
We know that polynomial operators are never regularizing as pseudo-differential
operators and this means that necessarily polynomials do not have an infinite zero
in the infinity (it has not complex dimension). Assume our system has polynomial
right hand sides and consider an analytic surface S = {y = G(x)}, for a
polynomial G. If
∫
(I)(1+ | G′(x) |2)dx = 0 and if (I) is a neighborhood of the
origin, we have that the measure for (I) is zero. If
∫
(I) | G′(x) |2 dx = 0, then as
we shall see, there is a segment in (I) such that G′(x) = 0 on this segment. Then
according to Hurwitz theorem, G′(x) ≡ 0 on (I). The conclusion is thus∫
(I) dx > 0 =⇒
∫
(I) | G′(x) |2 dx > 0. Thus for all polynomials we have that the
zero-set does not have positive area.
Particularly, assume w is a polynomial in x, y given our conditions and∫
(I˜) wdσ =
∫
(I˜)Qx − Pydσ (we assume
∫
(I)wdxdy =
∫
(I˜) wdσ(t)). Given a finite
integral on both sides, we see that there exist ωj 6= 0 such that ωj → ω uniformly
on compact sets. Further, that if (I) is a neighborhood of the origin∫
(I˜)
ωdσ = 0⇒ σ(I˜) = 0
Note also that if η(x) = h(x)/x and
∫
(I)(1+ | η′(x) |2)dx <∞, we have that the
surface {y = η(x)} is normal. However, if ∫(I) | xη′(x) |2 dx = 0 and ∫(I) dx > 0,
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according to Hurwitz theorem, we have that xη′(x) ≡ 0 in (I) and dh(x)dx ≡ h(x)x in
(I).
Assume Ω an open subset of a Stein-variety V . We can define the quasi-porteur
corresponding to an analytic functional in H ′(V ) as an open set where the
functional has a local representation. A porteur is a set where we have
representation of T ∈ H ′(X) by a measure with compact support. If Ω ⊂ X is a
quasi-porteur for T ∈ H ′(X), we have for all neighborhoods W of Ω, existence of
a measure µW with compact support in W , such that T (φ) =
∫
W
φdµW for all
φ ∈ H(X). If Ω is a complex-analytic quasi-porteur for σ, we can determine a
measure µ with compact support on the boundary of Ω, Γ′, such that
(4)
∫
Ω
φdσ =
∫
Γ′
φdµ φ ∈ H(X)
such that | ∫
Γ′
φdµ |≤ C supΓ′ | φ(x) | for Γ′ ⊃ supp µ. If T is represented by µ in
H ′, we can say for the restriction to a line L, that T̂ (ζ) = 0 means that
µ |L= const.δL. In order to, starting from a dynamical system determine the
porteur, we note that every subset W ′ such that
∫
W ′
dσ = 0, is a subset of the
quasi-porteur. If we limit ourselves to the case with analytic Ω’s, this is also a
subset of the porteur.
12. Symmetry
Consider IΓ(F ) =
∫
Γ
F (x, y)dx and I∗Γ(F ) =
∫
Γ
F (x, y)dy. Assume for a domain
Ω ⊂ (I)× (I) and Γ = bdΩ∫
(Ω)
d2F
dydx
− d
2F
dxdy
dxdy =
∫
Γ
dF
dx
dx+
dF
dy
dy = 0
This means that d
2F
dydx =
d2F
dxdy over (Ω). Further, IΓ(Fx) + I
∗
Γ(F x) = 0 under the
condition above, why if F is holomorphic, we have IΓ(Fx) = 0 and F is constant
over (Ω). Note that if IΓ(F ) = 0 for a polynomial in x, F , then outside (Ω), we
have the polynomial case in y. Further, we can define the operators
TΓ(u) =
∫
Γ
F (x, y)u(y)dy and T ∗Γ(v) =
∫
Γ
F (x, y)v(x)dx. We can define a normal
operator as an operator such that the image of a bounded sequence of x has a
subsequence that converges uniformly on compact sets.
Lemma 12.1. If, for a holomorphic function F , we have that
∫
(I˜)
Fdσ = 0 we
have that one of the following propositions is true, either
∫
(I˜)
dσ = 0 or F ≡ 0 on
(I˜).
In the polynomial case, we have seen that if (Ω) is a neighborhood of the origin,
we have that the first condition holds. Note that if
∫
(Ω) ωdxdy <∞ and assuming
ω polynomial in x, y, then also the measure for singularities must be zero. If F is
holomorphic and
∫
(I˜) dσ = 0, if also
∫
(I˜) Fdσ = 0, we must have that F does not
have an infinite zero in (Ω) ∋ 0 according to Hurwitz. Does F have to be a
polynomial?. If F ≡ 0 on (Ω), we must have F ∈ rad I(Ω), so F is a polynomial
in x, y. More precisely, for t = t1 + it2, if t1, t2 are reduced, we have that
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∫
(I˜)
dσ(t) = 0 implies that (I˜) is algebraic. According to Nishino (cf. [16]), these
sets are removable, for analytic continuation.
If (I) ∋ fj → f ∈ (I) with uniform convergence on compact sets, then
N(fj)→ N(f) (cf. [16]). We will consider the sets Vj = {ζ
∫
(Ω)
fjdxdy = 0} and
V˜j = {ζ
∫
(I˜)
fjdσ(t) = 0}. For fj we thus have that either
∫
(I˜)
dσ(t) = 0 or f ≡ 0
on (I˜). If dLT ∼m 0, we know that there are Tj such that dLTjdx dx+
dLTj
dy dy → 0
as j →∞ and given that d
2LTj
dxdy ,
d2LTj
dydx continuous,
∫ (d2LTj
dxdy −
d2LTj
dydx
)
dxdy → 0 as
j →∞. Thus, if Tj is chosen such that the integrand holomorphic, we have that
(Ω) is a domain for symmetry. Assume
∫
I˜
dσ(t) > 0, then we have through the
lemma that V˜j ⊂ N(fj). Further, if the integral is taken over N(fj), we must
have that
∫
I˜
fjdσ(t) = 0. This corresponds to convergence V˜j → V˜ as j →∞.
We can form the ideals (J) = {f ∫
(I˜)
fdσ(t) = 0 on V˜ } and the ideal under
topology for normal convergence, where the measure that involves an algebraic
homomorphism, is considered as compact. Existence of a normal and regular
approximation, gives according to Hurwitz theorem the same conclusions and we
denote the corresponding ideal (J∗), which is considered as weakly compact. More
precisely, assume I(I)(wj)→ I(I)(w), uniformly on compact sets in ζ. Further, if
w′j → w as a normal and regular approximation, then
I(I)(w) = limj I(I)(w
′
j) = limj I(I)(wj). We must have that limj I(X)(w − w′j) 6= 0
implies σ(X) = 0. Assuming w algebraic in x, y, we must have that
W = {(x, y) limj wj(x, y) = w(x, y)} has measure zero. For instance, let
wj(x, y) = w(xj , yj). In the same manner, W
′ = {ζ limj wj(x, y)(ζ) = w(ζ)} has
measure zero with respect to a relevant measure ∃F ∫W dσ(t) = ∫W ′ F (dζ). Note
that since the integral is invariant for monotropy, we do not necessarily have that
the IΩ(w) are holomorphic.
Assume F holomorphic and F1 continuous and F1 ∼m F on (I) and that∫
(I˜)
(F1 − Fj)dσ(t)→ 0 as j →∞, for Fj a holomorphic regular (in the sense of
[16] ) approximation. Since the integral is invariant for monotropy, we have∫
(I˜)
(F − Fj)dσ → 0 as j →∞, why if F1 6= 0 on (I) it follows that
∫
(I˜)
dσ(t) = 0
Proposition 12.2. Assume TΓ defined as above with T
∗
ΓTΓ = TΓT
∗
Γ and∫ | F |2 dσ <∞, then TΓ is a normal operator.
Now define the operators
TΓ(u) =
∫
Γ
G(x, y)u(y)dy and T ∗Γ(u) = −
∫
Γ
F (x, y)u(x)dx
so that TΓ(1)− T ∗Γ(1) =
∫
Γ
Gdy + Fdx. If F,G are real and
∫
Γ
Fdx+Gdy = 0,
then −dG/dx = dF/dy and through mass-conservation dG/dy = −dF/dx. Thus,
dG/dT = dF/dT . If Gx ∼m Fy, then
∫
Γ Fdx+Gdy = 0 and if G =
tF with the
notation (F ddy )
t = ddx
tF , so that Gx − Fy = (F ddy )t − ( ddyF ) ∼m 0, we have that
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< TΓ(u), v >=< u, TΓ(v) >. Define S
∗
Γ(u, T ) = −
∫
Γ
F (x+ T, y)u(x)dx and
TΓ(u) = limT→0 SΓ.
Assume symmetry in the tangent space TS = { ddxG ∼m ddxM}, for M real, that is
G ∼m M + iC(y), where C is independent on x. For instance, if F − F ∗ ∈ (I)(Ω)
where Ω is a domain for symmetry, we can form the closure (I)(Ω), then we have
symmetry in the tangent space over Ω. If G = tF , we thus have∫
Ω
(
dtF
dx − dFdy
)
u⊗ vdσ = 0, for all u, v ∈ H(X), for tF, F in TS. Thus, SΓ = S∗Γ
and TΓ can be considered as the limit of self-adjoint operators.
Assume 0 <
∫
Ω dσ <∞ and
∫
Fdσ <∞. Assume ∫Ω(F −A)dσ = 0 for a constant
A. Further, F (φ) =
∫
Ω F (x, y)φdσ and FF
∗ = F ∗F . We can prove that
F ∗(φ) = A
∫
Ω φdσ. If
∫
Ω | F |2 dσ <∞ then S = {FF =| C |2} is normal (cf.
[17]). If {F = C} is normal, then also S is normal. Determine a homomorphism
h, which we assume self-adjoint and such that h2 is locally injective and finally
(5)
{
h(F ) = 0⇒| F |2=| C |2
dh(F ) = 0⇒ F = C
We can assume that {F = C} ∩ {| F |=| C |} is minimally defined. More precisely,
if P is a singular point, we have that P can be reached through a regular and
normal approximation from all directions. Particularly, F (φ) = A
∫
φdσ can be
approximated by | F | (φ). For φ in a bounded set corresponding to the normal
tube (cf. [16]), the corresponding operator TΓ(φ) is normal.
We now claim that if the vorticity w ∈ (Bm)′(Ω) and if f, g ∈ Bm(Ω), where the
monotropy-condition is on the boundary Γ to Ω, then if∫
Ωwj(f, g)dσ →
∫
Ωw(f, g)dσ through a normal and regular approximation and if
ww∗ = w∗w and
∫ | w |2 dσ <∞, then the corresponding operator TΓ is normal.
If γT = (fT , h(fT )) is the regular approximation and if the dependence of T is
polynomial in dγTdT , according to Hurwitz theorem, since polynomials do not have
zero’s of infinite order, the zeroset for the polynomial must have measure zero.
We can assume the parameter space in a domain of holomorphy or simpler, given
existence of regular and normal approximations, we assume algebraic dependence
of the parameter T in the tangent space, why all normal approximations
algebraically dependent of the parameter T in the tangent space, can be assumed
regular (by adding a regular approximation).
13. The nil-radical with respect to dσ
As long as we are considering characteristic sets of measure zero, analytic
continuation can be assumed. If fN ≡ 0 on V such that σ(V ) = 0, then we have
seen that fN has a polynomial representation. If σ(V ) > 0, we have that
f ∈ rad I(V ), but as I(V ) is a geometric ideal, we have f ∈ I(V ). Let
Z = {g
∫
g dσ = 0}
and X = {(x, y) ∫ gdσ = 0 g ∈ Z} and Ω = {ζ ∫ gdσ = 0 g ∈ Z}. If
g = const. on a set V such that dg = 0 on V and if gj → g in a normal and
regular approximation, such that dgj 6= 0 and
∫
(gj − g)dσ → 0 as j →∞ then we
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see that X = {(x, y) ∫ (gj − g)dσ = 0 j →∞} is of measure zero. Assume that
Ω is a domain of holomorphy and f 6= 0 on Ω\V , ∫Ω\V fdσ = 0, since ∫Ω\V dσ = 0
if fN ≡ 0 in Ω\V , fN has polynomial representation there. If Z ∋ fj → f in a
normal and regular approximation, then f ∈ Z, so Z is closed under normal
convergence.
We can easily consider (Lf ) = {g
∫
(I)(f − g)dσ = 0}, for f such that∫
(I)
fdσ <∞, so the case with finite area can be compared to the ideal Z. We
have earlier seen that fN ≡ 0 on (I) implies f = c on a set X . Let
X1 = N({f
∫
(I) fdσ = 0}) and X2 = N({f
∫
(I) f
2dσ = 0}) and so on. Then
. . . ⊂ XN ⊂ . . . ⊂ X2 ⊂ X1 and X1 = ∪jXj
Lemma 13.1. With the conditions above and if X1 is a domain of holomorphy,
we have σ(Xj) ↓ 0 as j ↑ ∞.
It is easily seen that existence of a f such that
∫
(I) f
Ndσ = 0 and f = const 6= 0
on XN implies
∫
XN
dσ = 0. This gives a modified polynomial class
(6) (RΩ)
∫
Ω
fdσ = 0⇒ σ(Zf ) = 0
If Ω is of measure zero, then holomorphic f are in (RΩ). If σ(Ω) > 0, then
polynomials are in (RΩ). For pseudo-differential operators, it may be more
interesting to consider
(7) (R′Ω)
∫
Ω
f(x+ T )− f(x)dσ = 0⇒ σ(∆C) = 0
where ∆C = {T f(x+ T )− f(x) = 0 ∀x}.
We can also consider the class of finitely generated symbols
(8) (FR′Ω)
∫
Ω
fN(x+ T )− fN (x)dσ = 0⇒ σ(∆C,(N)) = 0
where ∆C,(N) = {T fN(x+ T )− fN (x) = 0 ∀x}. This defines, modulo
monotropy, the class of symbols that become reduced with respect to the measure
after finitely many iterations.
14. Ideals of holomorphy with induced topology
It can be proved, that solvability for the second Cousin problem for an ideal of
holomorphy (I), depends on choice of topology for (I). Assume (I) a geometric
ideal and Ω a neighborhood of its zero’s. For the first Cousin problem to be
solvable we require that Ω is a holomorphically convex domain. For this domain,
we have locally a pseudobase of holomorphic functions F1, . . . , Fν . We are
interested in topologies for which this base can be selected as global. Such a
topology is said to have Oka’s property.
Given a covering of Ω, a ν− dimensional domain of holomorphy (ν > 1) by open
sets {Ωi ∩ Ωj} and associated continuous functions gi,j(ζ) = e−Aρi,j(ζ) for a
constant A, where ρi,j a real or complex norm on Ω. Assume | ρi,j |= 1 and let
ρi(ζ) = ζχΩi , where χΩi ∈ C∞0 (Ω) are of modulus ≤ 1 and = 1 on Ωi. Then
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gi,j(ζ) = e
−Aρiρj . The topological space (Ωi, gi) has Oka’s property and
‖ G ‖ρ,A= supi,j | gi,j(ζ)G(ζ) | is a Banachspace over (I).
The choice of ρi,j can be varied, for instance if
(9) c1(1+ | ζ |)A ≤| G(ζ) |≤ c2(1+ | ζ |)B | η |−k
where ζ = ξ + iη and 0 <| η |< r a positive constant r and where A,B are
arbitrary constants. If G is analytic in the tube TC , C an open, connected cone in
R
ν , then for a compact subcone C′, bΓG exists uniquely in S ′. If
(10) c′1(1+ | ξ |)A
′ ≤| G(ζ) |≤ c′2(1+ | ξ |)B
′ | η |−k
for constants A′, B′ and ζ = ξ + iη, we have a topology which can be compared
with (included in) the topology for invertible measures. In both these cases, Ω has
Oka’s property.
Assume the topology on Ω is defined through gi(ϕ)(ζ) = αIF̂ (
tPϕ)(ζ) for a fixed
ϕ ∈ DL2 . For ζ ∈ Ωi ∩Ωj , the corresponding
gi,j(ϕ)(ζ) = αβ
−1IF̂ (
t(P/Q)ϕ)(ζ)
can be split into gi, gj as above. The corresponding topological space has Oka’s
property. Assume (I)D̂′
L2
an ideal of holomorphy in the topology of
D̂′ L2 , that is f ∈ (I)D̂′
L2
means that f =
∑
j Pj F̂j for F̂j reduced in both
variables separately and in H ∩ L2 and Pj polynomials. We can form the quotient
ideal of holomorphy
(Q) = {g ∃φ ∈ H φg ∈ (I)D̂′
L2
}.
If (Q) is equipped with D̂′
L2
-topology, φ can be chosen as polynomials. According
to the theory of integral equations, given g, F ∈ L2, there is a ϕ ∈ L2, such that
g = IF̂ (
tPϕ), for a polynomial P . Assume Q′ a polynomial such that
Q′IF̂ = IF̂
tQ, if tQψ ∈ L2 we have a ϕ ∈ L2 such that tQψ = tPϕ. This gives a
representation of g ∈ (Q)D̂′
L2
Note that a symbol in the ideal (I) equipped with
this topology, will get a representation fλ(ζ) =
∑
j ITj (ϕ)(ζ) for Tj ∈ (Q)D̂′
L2
, for
a ϕ ∈ L2 and we can assume the support for ϕ adjusted to the corresponding
subset in Ω.
15. The hypoelliptic radical for induced topology
Assume now P a partially hypoelliptic, self-adjoint operator and T = P (D)F ,
where F ∈ L2(Rν ×Rν). Further,
τh(
tPϕ)(ξ) = tP (ξ + h)ϕ(ξ + h) tPϕ ∈ L2
gh,P (ϕ) = τh(
tPϕ)− tPτhϕ tPϕ ∈ L2
For a kernel F , such that IF̂ reduced (left semi-bounded), since IF̂ is a compact
operator, if ϕ→ 0 in L2, then IF̂ (τhϕ)→ 0 and the reducedness implies τhϕ→ 0
in L2. Thus τh is a compact operator for this topology.
For test-functions tPϕ ∈ L2, we have
IPF̂ (τhϕ) = IF̂ (
tPτhϕ) = IF̂ (τh(
tPϕ))− IF̂ (gh,P (τhϕ)) = I1 + I2
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where we can assume gh,P is reduced. If ϕ→ 0 then tPϕ→ 0 in L2 and we have
I1 → 0. As IPF̂ (τhϕ)→ 0, we have I2 → 0 and τhϕ→ 0. Thus τh is a compact
operator also in this topology. Without the condition that IF̂ is reduced, we only
have that translation is a weakly compact operator.
According to Malgrange (cf. [14] Theorem 2, Prel. ) if tτ : F ′ → E′ a linear
continuous operator between (F)-spaces such that τ(E) weakly closed in F then
tτ is a homomorphism and conversely. For the spaces where we have proved that
the translation operator is weakly closed, we can apply the argument in section
(cf. [7]) on aΓ =
tτ and we see that the symbol pN is reduced for the
corresponding topology. We now use that ANλ − PNλ = Hλ,N with Hλ,N
regularizing and assuming ANλ ∼ Re ANλ (equivalence of ideals), we see that ANλ
is hypoelliptic with the initial topology. Note that for self-adjoint polynomial
operators, N = 2 will do.
Let’s return to our initial approach of f = Re F in C∞ and Exp . Except for
lacunary cases, we assume that FN is self-adjoint and hypoelliptic in an ideal
(I∗HE), with induced topology of Schwartz-type. If the ideal of holomorphy is
completely symmetric, that is F ∈ (IHE)⇔ F ∗ ∈ (IHE), we can assume F ∼ F ∗,
which implies Re FN ∼ ( Re F )N ∼ fN . More precisely, let
r(I∗HE) = {F ∈ H(Cν) FN ∈ (I∗HE) ∃N}.
That is entire functions for which the N ’th iterate corresponds to a self-adjoint
and hypoelliptic operator. Let
Sr = Re r(I
∗
HE ).
The symbol f can naturally be compared with the ( Hörmander- ) class of symbols
Sm, where we prefer to vary the complexification. For instance let G = g + ih be
a symbol and Sm1 the symbol-class with standard complexification. If g ∈ Sr and
GN ∈ SNm1 , then g ∈ Sm and G ∈ Sm1 . We have noted that the complexification
that corresponds to operators hypoelliptic in D′, Sm2 , must be different. Assume
G corresponds to an operator hypoelliptic in D′, GN = gN + ihN ∈ SNm1 for some
N . If also g ∈ Sr, we must have gN ∼ gN ∈ SNm. Assume existence of a h′ ∈ Sm
such that (hN )
1/N ∼ h′ (a sufficient condition is that hN is reduced), this defines
G ∼ g + ih′ (equivalence of ideals)in Sm2 .
Proposition 15.1. The non-standard complexification of the symbol-ideals Sr,
Sr + iS
1/N
r , produces (modulo ∼) the class of hypoelliptic operators.
16. Contractions of formulas
Assume (I) an ideal with Schwartz-type topology and a weakly compact
translation. Consider for ζ ∈ B, a bounded domain in Ω pseudoconvex
B(ζ) −→ α(T )B(ζ)
↓ ↓
B(ζ + T ) −→ B(ζ) + cT
If B is reduced, we have that B(ζ + T ) = α(T )B(ζ), where α(T ) is constant for
| T |>| T0 | and we see that B does not change sign in the T -infinity for ζ ∈ B. If
B = h(ψ) ∈ (I) with ψ reduced, for h algebraic, the earlier results can be
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repeated. For h = τǫw and w algebraic, the results follow modulo monotropy.
Particularly, for ψ reduced, η = h(ψ)/ψ does not change sign in the infinity.
Assume B reduced. Then the condition B(ζ + T )/B(ζ) = 1 + cT /B(ζ), for ζ ∈ B
gives cT /B ∼m 0. Assume now that dB(ζ + T ) = dB(ζ) + dLT (ζ). We will put
the condition that dLT /dB ∼m 0. It is sufficient through Rückert’s theorem, if dB
is reduced, that dLT ∼m 0. Consider
∆P/Q = {T P
Q
(ζ + T )− P
Q
(ζ) = 0 ζ ∈ B}
(the set can without problem be extended to ∪∞j=1Bj) with Bj as above)
(11)
−dLT /dy
dLT /dx
=
P
Q
Let’s denote the set of T such that the last equality holds ΩL. Thus ΩL = ∆P/Q.
We say that LT is reduced for contraction if
T ∈ ΩL −dLT /dy
dLT /dx
=
dx
dy
=
P
Q
=⇒ T = 0
We say that LT is regular (for contraction) if for regular (x, y) and T ∈ ΩL, we
have dLT /dT 6= 0.
Assume α(T ) = ψ(ζ + T )/ψ(ζ), for ζ ∈ B and ψ = eϕ reduced. Assume h
algebraic and γ(T ) = h(ψ)(ζ + T )/h(ψ)(ζ) with dh(ϕ) ∼0 dϕ. Over ΩL we have
that (11) is obviously independent of T . As a consequence of Kohn ([13]) if
B(ζ + T ) = γ(T )B(ζ) for B real and reduced, we have that γ is a polynomial in T
⇔ LT (ζ) reduced in ζ with respect to lineality. Further, the set of T , such that γ
not constant outside the origin is symmetric with respect to the origin and
bounded. We will denote this set Ωγ . For 0 ∈ Ωγ , any regular approximation of
the origin must go through Ωγ . For T /∈ ΩL but close and T ∈ Ωγ
−dLT/dy
dLT /dx
=
−(γ(T )− 1)dB/dy
η′1(x)− η′(x)
where η′(x) = dh(x)(ζ)/x and η′1(x) = dh(x)(ζ + T )/x. For h algebraic and such
that h2 = 1, we have that
dh(x)(ζ + T )
x
∼0 α(T )dh(x)(ζ)
x
Thus, over {y = B(ζ)} we have that dLT /dydLT /dx ∼0
γ−1
α−1η
′−1(x). Outside Ωγ , the
quotient is bounded by a constant. We have γα (T ) =
η1
η (x)
x(ζ)
x(ζ+T ) ∼m η
(
τT x
x
)
.
Over the half-space {x dh(x) ≥ µx}, we know that η′−1 does not change sign, if
x 6= 0. We have earlier seen that if η is bounded in the infinity, we have that
η1 ∼m 0 and the associated ideal ( with respect to h ) has a global pseudo-base.
Assume now right-hand sides P,Q to the dynamical system such that P,Q
becomes reduced by iteration. We can prove that ∆P/Q ↓ {0} for iteration. Define
L(2),T (ζ) = B
2(ζ + T )−B2(ζ) for ζ ∈ B. We obviously have that ΩL(j),T ↓ {0} as
j ↑ ∞. We can say that L(j),T is reduced for contraction. We can assume that on
Ωγ we have dLT /dT 6= 0, if LT is reduced for contraction. According to the
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condition ΩL ↓ {0} for iteration, we can prove {(LT − cT ) = ddT LT = 0} is
nowhere dense outside Ωγ . Thus over LT = cT , we can assume LT regular (for
contraction).
Proposition 16.1. Given a finitely generated system with polynomial right
hand sides P,Q, assume that ∆P/Q, the lineality corresponding to P/Q, is = {0}.
Then LT is reduced for contraction. If P,Q are in the radical to reduced
polynomials, we have LT,(j) = B
j(ζ + T )−Bj(ζ), becomes reduced for
contraction, for j sufficiently large.
17. Puiseux-index
Assume (I)S an ideal of holomorphy, with induced topology of Schwartz-type and
with a reduced pseudo-base. Let (I)cS denote elements developed over the
pseudo-base in (I)S with constant coefficients and (I)
h
S correspondingly with
holomorphic coefficients. If f ∈ (I)cS and h(f) ∼0 f (geometrically equivalent),
then h(f) ∈ (I)hS . If also h(f) ∼∞ f (equivalent in strength), then h(f) ∈ (I)cS .
Consider now the situation where f is reduced for lineality and h(f), f are entire
functions, such that locally h(f) = αf , for α ∈ H(Ω), where Ω is an open set in
C
ν . If h is locally injective, we have again the situation h(f) ∈ (I)cS , otherwise we
assume hN injective, for large N . Assume N = 2, we then have h(α)β constant,
that is h(α) = Cβ−1. Define ord0,LF1(ζ) = k, where ζ ∈ L, L a line-segment
through 0 and where the pseudo-base is assumed indexed after increasing order of
zero’s. If k′ = ord0,LF2(ζ), we have the Puiseux-indexes for deviation
dist(A,C(A, 0)) ∼ Crk′/k as r → 0 and | ζ |≤ r [5].
Assume h(f) = αf with α ∈ H and hN locally injective, for some N . Then
1
(| 1− h |) (f) =|
∑
j
αjf + Cf |≤
∑
j
| αj || f | +CN | f | .
Thus | f |−2≤ 1 +CN , for a real constant CN . If h2 is injective and f reduced, for
ζ ∈ Zα, 1/f = f + c2f + . . ., for constants c2, . . .. Thus f2 = 1/(1 +C), for a f . If
h is defined over Jǫh, we can apply Proposition 10.1.
Assume (I) an ideal, not necessarily geometric and (J) = ker h, for a
homomorphism h, then N(I ∩ J) = {ζ h(f)(ζ) = 0 f ∈ (I)} = NI(J),
NIN (J) = {ζ h(fN )(ζ) = 0 f ∈ (I)}. Assume h injective, for N ≥ N0, then
NIN (J) = N(I) for N ≥ N0. Thus, we have a division in components,
NI(J) = N(I) ∪NI2(J) ∪NI3 ∪ . . . ∪NIN0−1 .
Further, J2 = I(NI2(J)) = {g ∈ (I2) h(g2) = 0}. We have seen that
Vc = {ζ f(ζ) = c} and this means that g ∈ (J2) =⇒ Vc(g2) 6= ∅, for some c and
for all j < N0, the sets Vc(g
j) are nontrivial for suitable constants c.
Assume now f ∈ (I)cS and reduced and that h2 is injective. Then,
| ζ − z |σ≤| f(ζ − z)− f(z) | + | f(z)− f(ζ) |≤| c | +
∞∑
k
| fα || ζ ||α|
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and if | ζ |< 1,
| ζ − z |κ+σ≤ C + C1
∞∑
k
| fα |,
where κ is dependent on the modulus of z. More precisely, assume | z |< 1/R, for
R > 1. Then, since f is reduced, there is at least one α such that
1/Rκ < Cα | fα(z) | and it is clear that κ depends on the value of R. Assume
| f0 |= max|α|≥k | fα | and f0 =
∑
j AjFj for Aj ∈ H , where the pseudobase is
reduced and indexed by increasing order of 0 in z. Then,
f0 =
∑
j
A′jF
mj
1 = (
∑
j
A′jF
mj−m0
1 )F
m0
1
according to the quantitative version of Rückert’s Nullstellensatz (cf. [4]), we can
find a m0 such that |
∑
j A
′
jF
mj−m0
1 |≤ Cj for all j. Thus, | f0 |
1
κ+σ≤ C | F1 |
m0
κ+σ
and we can conclude, for V the zero’s to dh(f) over a set Uc, there are positive
constants C1, C2, ρ, c and where ρ < 1
dist(ζ, V ) ≤| ζ |cρ (C1 | F1 |
m0
κ+σ +C2)
ρ
Lemma 17.1. If h is an algebraic homomorphism over an ideal (I) with
(IN ) = {fN f ∈ (I)} such that h is locally injective over (IN ) for N ≥ N0 and
(J) = ker h, then N(J) is locally an algebraic variety.
Note that if h is the extension-mapping defining the Schwartz-spaces, we have
seen for our ideals (I), that r(Iweak) ∼ Istrong and if h is algebraic and
(I ′) = h(I), h(r(Iweak)) ∼ r(I ′weak) ∼ (I ′strong).
Lemma 17.2. Assume X a reduced analytic variety and I(X) = ker h for a
homomorphism h. Then h can be selected as algebraic.
Proof:
Through the conditions that X is reduced we know that h can be selected as
locally injective, thus within multiplication with a scalar we have that h is locally
algebraic. 
We have earlier studied symbols on the form P (z) = e
1
z p
1
N
N with pN reduced. We
have then, for N suitable that P (ξ)→ 0 as ξ → −∞. In the same way for all
derivatives to P , why P (−z) has an infinite zero in the real infinity. In the same
way, Df(−z) has an infinite zero in the real infinity. These remarks can
immediately extended to the case n > 1.
Lemma 17.3. Assume pN reduced in a neighborhood of a, Va and P ≡ 0 in Va,
we then have | P − e 1a−z pN (z − a) |< ǫ on a V ⊃ Va
If a constant value is preserved for P in V we also have that | P (z) |≤ Q( 1|z−a| ) in
V \{a}. We thus have negative indicator for P in a. Further using the relation in
Lemma 17.3
e−C
1
|z| | P |≤ ǫe−C 1|z|+ | pN (z) |
in a neighborhood of the origin. The corresponding result as | z |→ ∞ is that P is
of type C.
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Lemma 17.4. Assume pN as in Lemma 17.3 and P
N ≡ 0 on Va, then we have
| P − e 1a−z p 1NN (z − a) |≤ ǫ
Consider I =
∫
ΓC
ezdz where the integral is taken along ΓC clockwise. This can
also be seen as
∫
ΓC
ezdz where now the integral is taken in counter clockwise
direction why 0 is considered as outer to ΓC in the latter integral. Thus P can on
the boundary to a cube with a finite distance to an infinite zero, be seen as a
measure as in Lemma 17.3. If the infinite zero corresponds to PN and not P , we
have the representation as in Lemma 17.4.
In the case with the weighted lineality we define Γ as the boundary of a cube such
that F f has point support on Γ (finitely many) and f = const. on ∆Qx . If
N(J) = ∆Qx with (J) as before, we must have I(∆
Q
x ) = rad(J). Further I(∆
Q
x ) is
a closed ideal. This means that if f is constant on the weighted lineality, then F f
has point support on Γ and conversely.
Proposition 17.5. Assume µβ are measures with point support on finitely
many cubes and (J) the ideal as in section 18. Then we have f ∈ rad(J) ⇔
F f =∑β Dβµβ
17.1. Estimates. Assume J∞V denotes the ideal of symbols with an infinite zero
on a set of positive complex dimension V . Consider phases on the form
h(ϕ) = P/Q with P ∈ J∞ (cf. section 33.6), where
J∞ = {g D(f − g) = 0 ∃f ∈ J∞V }, that is, g = f + c for a constant c in the
infinity, Q is assumed hypoelliptic and self-adjoint. We know that for
zP (z) = F (1z ), F has an infinite zero in the infinity (z → 0). We also consider P
such that zρP (z) = Fρ(
1
z ), for a real number 0 < ρ < 1, where F
1
ρ
ρ is assumed to
have an infinite zero in the infinity. This would be the case for instance if
PN ∈ J∞. We define Iρ = {P zρP (z) = Fρ(1z ) F
1
ρ
ρ ∈ J∞V } where as before V is
a set of positive complex dimension containing the origin. If we let
Vr = {z | z |< r} for r < 1 and F ′ρ(1z ) = Fρ( 1zρ ) then if I ′ρ corresponds to
F ′ρ ∈ J∞V
r1/ρ
, we have I ′ρ = Iρ.
Lemma 17.6. If P ∈ Iρ on Va, a neighborhood of a, we have for pN reduced on
Va that
| P − e(a−z)−ρpN (z − a) |< ǫ
and if PN ∈ Iρ on Va, that for N ≥ N0
| P − e(a−z)−ρp 1NN (z − a) |< ǫ on Va
Define a contour Γ according to Γ = {ζ h(eϕ)(ζ) = 0} and the neighborhood
Γǫ = {ζ | h(eϕ)(ζ) |< ǫ}. The Rückert Nullstellensatz now gives that
| λ |=| eh(ϕ)/Q |< ǫM
on a poly-disc neighborhood of Γ. Define the ideal (IΓ) so that N(IΓ) = Γ. Let
IΓ(u) =
∫
Γ e
ϕudx. Then there exists a homomorphism h1 such that IΓ(h1(u)) = 0.
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Note that for (IΓ) with e
ϕ ∈ (IΓ) the closure taken in Whitney-norm we have that
dh(eϕ) = 0 on Γ and eϕdh1 = 0 on Γ, for e
ϕ ∈ (IΓ).
If h is not reduced, we denote by IΓ,h the integral
∫
Γ e
h(ϕ)udx and by Rückert’s
Nullstellensatz we can realize IΓ,h as a measure in Γǫ | IΓ,h(u) |≤ CΓMǫ supΓ | u |.
We consider particularly neighborhoods of Γ such as Uc = {ζ | ζ |c d(ζ,Γ) < C}
for positive constants c, C and the associated sets U ′c = Uc\Γ. If h(ϕ) ∈ J∞ there
are g ∈ J∞V such that D(h(ϕ) − g) = 0 on Uc and h(ϕ) = g + a for a constant a.
We also consider h(ϕ) = f + g + a where g and a are as before and f has negative
order −ρ, for 0 < ρ < 1. Immediately d(ζ,Γ) has negative order on Uc and by
studying 1/(ζ − ζ0) where ζ0 ∈ Γ we can compare with indicator theory and we
see on U ′c that lim sup
1
r log | d |= −ρ˜ where ρ˜ is close to 1. We know that if V is
an algebraic set, then Uc is a domain of holomorphy. Assume h such that h
N is
locally injective for N ≥ N0, we have a decomposition of Uc according to
1 = Pk +Rk, for k < N0 with Pk polynomial and Rk reduced. We have the same
decomposition if the set {hN(eϕ) = ch˜N (eϕ)} ↑ Uc as N ↑ ∞. Assume
ζ ∈ Γ ∩ V = Γ ∩Ec (the complementary set to the polar set to h(ϕ)), then h˜(eϕ)
is a polynomial in a neighborhood of ζ. The decomposition of Uc gives a
decomposition of the distance-function d(ζ,Γ) = dR(ζ, E) + dV (ζ,Γ) where the
terms are extended by zero on the respective complementary set. Note that dV
defines a norm. Using an a-priori estimate by Palamodov (cf. [20]) we have
log | d | −c ≤ h(ϕ) ≤ log | d | +c
and by taking limes sup. as r→∞ we get
−ρ˜− c ≤ lim sup 1
r
h(ϕ) ≤ −ρ˜+ c
Thus for a sufficiently small neighborhood U ′c, e
h(ϕ) has negative indicator. If h is
such that hN is locally injective for N ≥ N0 we see that also Uc is decreasing by
iteration as is VN . More precisely we can write Uc/N ↓ as N ↑ ∞ and
−ρ˜− c/N ≤ lim sup 1
r
hN (ϕ) ≤ −ρ˜+ c/N
and for a sufficiently large iteration index, we have that hN (ϕ) has negative order.
18. Transversality
Assume T is a compact operator and of type 0 over a (reduced) ideal (I). Then,
S(f) = T (f)f is of negative type over (I) (of type −∞). Let K
= {g T (g)−R(g) of type 0 R of type −∞}. For g ∈ K, we have T (g)g is of
type 0 and also of type −∞. Assume, TN − I ∼m 0. This means that there is an
entire function R, such that modulo monotropy, TN − I = R in Exp0.
Lemma 18.1. Assume R entire and R ∼m 0, then there exists a R1 of type
−∞ such that R− R1 is of type 0.
This means that for K a compact operator, such that K ∼m 0, we have
K = (I) and for a compact operator such that KN ∼m 0, from some N ≥ N0, we
have that K = rad(I).
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18.1. Transversality modulo monotropy. Assume h(g) = wF(g)−Fw(g) for
g ∈ J and given a homomorphism w, such that w is locally factorized by τǫv, for
an algebraic homomorphism v.
Lemma 18.2. For any g ∈ (I) an ideal in H and a homomorphism w defined
on (I), there is a g1 ∈ H such that w(g) = w˜(g1) = I[
W,I
](g1)
Thus g ∈ (I) can be realized through Id ∈ H ′ and Id(g1) = g. The composition of
analytic functionals, here realized through measures, is given as convolution of
measures. Id(µ)(g1) =
∫
V g1dµ and Id(µ)
2(g1) = Id(µ ∗ µ)(g1). We write
g2 = g1 ∗ g1 for short. Let h′(g2) =
vF g2 −F v(g2) = v2F (g1)−F v2(g). Further, we note that h′2(g) = (vF − F
v)2(g) = (F v)2(g)− vFF (g).
Lemma 18.3. For any g ∈ (I) and a homomorphism v acting on (I), there
exists a g0 such that F v2(g0) = −(Fv)2 (g).
The proof is analogous to the proof of the previous Lemma. Finally, assuming as
above that vF (g) = F v(g) + c, for a constant c. If (F g1)2 =
F (µ ∗ µ)(g) = µ ∗ µ(F (g0)) + c, where µ corresponds to the functional Id, thus
there is a g2 such that −FF v(g) = vF g2 + c, for a constant c. Thus, we could
say that d(h′(g2)− h′2(g)) = 0 and that h′ modulo monotropy and within
representation in H ′ is an algebraic homomorphism in the tangent space.
18.2. A lifting principle. We can define a vector-field along a morphism h
according to
X φ−→ T (Y )
hց ↓ π
Y
We then know that φ∗ = φ is equivalent to the proposition that dh = hd. If this is
the case we have for our application that dψ and ψ are not in the respective
"eigen- spaces" (Iµ), (I 1
µ
) on the domain Ω.
Consider the intersection between the transversals and the leaves to the foliation (
modulo monotropy ). We know that if
(12) P/Q− y/x
changes sign in a domain Ω, then this intersection is not discrete (that is a
characteristic γ to the system runs partially in this intersection). The proposition
is thus that there is a ψ non-constant such that
h(ψ)
ψ
= µ
dh(ψ)
dψ
=
1
µ
If h is such that h2 is locally injective ( modulo monotropy algebraic ), we can
write (for all j) ddζj
(
h2(ψ)− ψ2) = 0 or locally ddζj (cψ − ψ2) = 0, but then ψ
would be constant in contradiction with the conditions. We conclude that
Proposition 18.4. Given a homomorphism h algebraic modulo monotropy and
such that h2 is locally injective then the intersection between the transversals and
the leaves to the foliation is discrete.
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Fredholm operators. Differential operators have a natural interpretation as
Fredholm-operators. We consider the standard projections P : L2 → R(Lλ),
Q : Hs,t → N(Lλ), where Hs,t is the Sobolev-space with tensorized weights and
Lλ the differential operator L(D)− λ, for a real or complex parameter λ.
Lλ ∈ Φ(Hs,t, L2) (Φ denotes the class of Fredholm operators) gives a
decomposition
Hs,t = X0 ⊕N(Lλ) and L2 = Y0 ⊕R(Lλ),
where N(Lλ) denotes the solutions to the homogeneous equation and R(Lλ) the
range of Lλ. It is not difficult to prove that, for σ > 0, Lλ is homogeneously
L2-hypoelliptic, which means that N(Lλ) = Q(H
s,t) ⊂ C∞, that is Q is
regularizing on Hs,t and Eλ is a left parametrix to Lλ. If Lλ is homogeneously
L2-hypoelliptic, then also its Hilbert-space adjoint is homogeneously
L2-hypoelliptic, that is P⊥(L2) = N(L∗λ) ⊂ C∞, and P⊥ is regularizing on L2.
We conclude that Eλ is a left and right parametrix to the operator Lλ. Also, if σ
arbitrary, that is Lλ not necessarily homogeneously L
2- hypoelliptic, we can
extend the definition of Eλ with a regularizing term and we get a hypoelliptic
action on, at least part of L2. If Eλ ∈ Φ, is on the form I −K, then there is a
positive integer N0 such that N(E
N
λ ) = N(E
N0
λ ) for all N ≥ N0. Since adding a
compact operator to the Fredhom-inverse, does not change the index or the form
I −K, we let Eλ be defined as

L−1λ +X on R(Lλ) with X ∈ C∞
X ′ ∈ C∞ on R(Lλ)⊥ ∩N(EMλ )⊥ for a suitable M
f ∈ L2 otherwise .
Thus, this operator Lλ is hypoelliptic on N(E
M
λ )
⊥.
19. Analytic hypoellipticity in L2 for the iterated operator
We shall in this section only consider constant coefficients, differential operators,
with Dx replaced by (iDx). Consider the translation operator on H(ER),
aΓu(ξx) = u(ξx + itη0), for tη0 ⊂ Γ. Let
AΓ = F−1aΓF :H(ER)→ H′(ER).
Here, F denotes the Fourier-Borel transform and Γ some simple cone in ∆C and
ER denotes in this context some subset of R
ν or the entire Rν . If η0 ∈ ∆C(P ),
we have P (iD)AΓu = AΓP (iD)u. Consider the real quotient homomorphism, ϕ :
ER → ER/i∆C. Let aϕ(Γ)u(ξx) = u(ϕ(ξx)), we then have bϕ(Γ) = limt→+0 aϕ(Γ).
We define BΓ = limt→+0AΓ. The definition of bΓ (cf. [21]), is not dependent on
the neighborhood of 0 when we argue that this means that bΓ is quasi-portable by
ER × i0. The same arguments give that bϕ(Γ) is quasi-portable by ER × i∆C.
For u ∈ L2, we can make a composition, u = u+ + u−, where û−, has support
contained in cones with indicator δ−(η0) < 0. Note that the indicator for a cone Γ
is here defined as δ(η0) = supy∈Γ < y, η0 >. According to ( [21]), u− can be
considered as regular elements and it is sufficient to consider u+ = u− u−. We
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argue that, to conclude that the operator P (iD) is analytically hypoelliptic on L2,
it is sufficient to study the set of complex lineality and the action on u+- terms.
Assume hF (η) the indicator of growth, corresponding to BΓ. Using
[15](Ch.2,Theorem 4.3), it can be shown, that for η ∈ ∆0 = ∆C\0, hF = g, where
g is the indicator of growth corresponding to the frequency component Σ in
WFA(u). Thus any cone in ∆0 has indicator ≥ 0. More precisely, let W denote
the convex hull of the real support for BΓ, that is
W = {y;< y, η >≤ hF (η) ‖ η ‖= 1}. Let
W+ = {y ∈ W ;< y, η >≥ 0 ‖ η ‖= 1}
and let W− be the complementary set. Let
V+ = {η;< y, η >≥ 0 y ∈W+}.
Further, ∆0 ∩ V+ = {η;< y, η >= 0 y ∈ W+}. Since g(η) = hF (η) = 0 over
η ∈ ∆0, we must have Σ ∩∆0 ∩ V− = ∅. Next, using [15] (Ch.2, Prop. 5.2) and
conjugated indicators, we can prove a support theorem in H ′(ER), that is
Proposition 19.1. If Pλ(iD) is a constant coefficients differential operator and
u ∈ H ′(ER), P (iD)u ∈ L2(ER), we have in H ′, supp P (iD)u = supp u.
Let Σ be such that bΓ 6= 0, Σ′ the frequency component corresponding to
WFA(Pλu). Knowing that Σ
′ ⊂ Σ and ∆0 ⊂ Σ\Σ′ (that is a necessary condition
for hypoellipticity is that the operator is reduced for complex lineality), we have
Σ = ∆0 ∪Σ′\∆0 and ∆C ∩Σ′ = {0}
and the lineality can be regarded as the "boundary" for Σ. We claim that cones
Γj exist, such that ∆0 ⊂ ∪jΓj ⊂ Σ. If we assume the operator Pλ, such that
Re Pλ ∼ Pλ, it will be sufficient to study the real part of the polynomial, which is
considered as a real analytic function. This means that a proposition (cf. [15] ch2,
sec.4,Cor.2) can be applied on BΓ which gives that if BΓ is quasi-portable by
ER × i∆C, then it is portable by the same set. Thus, we get a corresponding
representation BΓ =
∑
j BΓj . We also note that bΓ is in L
2 strictly portable by
ER × i∆C, because of the properties of the restriction-mapping in this space.
Lemma 19.2. Assume Pλ with constant coefficients and self-adjoint and that Pλ
is reduced with respect to the set of lineality, ∆C, Pλu ∈ L2 for some distribution
u and such that WFA(Pλu) = ∅. Then bΓ(u) is strictly portable by open
connected cones with indicator < 0.
Proof: Assume contrarily, that L+ is a line in Γ+, an open connected cone with
indicator ≥ 0 and that bL+(u) 6= 0. We can write
(13) PλbL+(u) = bL+(Pλu) + CPλ,L+(u)
where CPλ,L+(u) =
[
PλbL+ − bL+Pλ
]
(u). We can assume that u is such that û 6= 0
on L+. We have either CPλ,L+(u) = 0, in which case the reducedness condition
implies L+ = 0 or CPλ,L+(u) 6= 0, which contradicts that ∆C ∩ Σ′ = {0}.
Consider the canonical homomorphism OX → CX, which assigns to sections
s ∈ OX(U), their continuous functions [s] ∈ CX(U). According to [9], as a
consequence of the Rückert Nullstellensatz, the kernel to this homomorphism, is
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the nilradical NX. Using [15] and [9], the homomorphism can be regarded as an
evaluation functional on HU . That is E(ϕ)(x) = ϕ(x), for ϕ ∈ HU . Using the
nuclearity of H ′U , we could write IE(ϕ)(x) = ϕ(x). The cited result means that
INE (ϕ)(x) = 0, for N large and ϕ ∈ HU and iteration in this context corresponds
to composition of convolution kernels. More precisely, let ∆ ∈ H ′(Cν ×Cν), be
the kernel representing Id x (x 6= 0). It follows from the argument below, that in
a neighborhood of x, V , we have for this kernel,
< IN∆ (ϕ), ψ >V=< I
[
∆,∆
]
N
(ϕ), ψ >V= 0, with ϕ, ψ ∈ H(Cν), for some N.
Define an ideal J , as holomorphic functions, invariant for complex translation
with tη, η ∈ ∆C and tη ∈ Γ, that is J = {ϕ ∈ O (U) ; aΓϕ = ϕ}. We then have
V1 = U1\∆C ⊂ N(J ) = U1 = N(NU1).
The construction can be iterated, J 2 = {ϕ ∈ O; aΓϕ2 = ϕ2}, with
V2 = U2\∆C,2 ⊂ U2, where ∆C,2 is the lineality corresponding to the operator P 2.
Note that since Uj = Vj ∪∆C,j, we have J (U) = J1J2 and J2 = {ϕ aΓϕ = ϕ}
N(Jj2) = Vj . Thus, as aΓ is a homomorphism, we have that if ∆C,j ↓ {0}, then also
Vj are decreasing, as the index grows. The sequence UN , constructed in this way,
is thus for a partially hypoelliptic operator, decreasing (with respect to inclusion
of sets) and 0 /∈ VN , for all N , but P ∈ J N0 , for all N . From the construction,
N(JN ) = N(NUN) which implies rad J N = NUN , for all N.
Using that ∆C,N is an analytic set, for UN sufficiently small,the corresponding
nilradical will be the zero ideal. The conclusion must be that P ∈ J Nt implies that
t = 0 and the iterated operator PN , is in this sense reduced.
Proposition 19.3. In the case of several dimensional translations, (product
topology) we have that if P is a partially hypoelliptic operator with constant
coefficients, then there is a N0 such that for N ≥ N0, PN is reduced for complex
lineality.
20. bΓ considered on Exp ‖·‖,A
Assume, that for a holomorphic function g
(14) | g(ζ) |≤ CeB| Im ζ|+A| Re ζ| ζ ∈ Cν
for a positive constant C. If the real and positive numbers A,B can be chosen
arbitrarily small, the corresponding operator allows real support. According to
[15], if g is entire in Cν and | g(iy) |≤ C(ǫ)eǫ‖y‖, | g(x) |≤ C′(ǫ)e(A+ǫ)‖x‖, for
x, y ∈ Rν , then | g(x+ iy) |≤ C′′(ǫ)e(A+ǫ)‖x+iy‖, where A is positive number,
determined by the indicator, corresponding to g and ‖ · ‖ is a norm in Cν . This
means that it is possible to consider bΓ in Exp ‖·‖,A. The following limits can be
determined.
lim
y→0
[
e−(A+ǫ)‖x+iy‖g(x+ iy)− e−(A+ǫ)‖x+iy‖g(x)]
lim
y→0
[
e−(A+ǫ)‖x+iy‖g(x)− e−(A+ǫ)‖x‖g(x)]
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which means, (cf. the Lemma below), that
bΓ
[
e−(A+ǫ)‖x‖g(x)
]
= e−(A+ǫ)‖x‖g(x) in Exp‖·‖,0
The corresponding operator can now be considered as portable by a ball of radius
A with respect to some complex norm or by a tube
{x ∈ Rν , | xj |< A+ ǫ′}+ iRν
Lemma 20.1. Given an entire function g of finite type A, the entire function
g(ζ)− g(x), ζ = x+ iy, is of (complex) type 0,that is, for all ζ ∈ Bǫ + iRν , there
is a positive constant C,
| e−ǫ‖ζ‖[g(ζ)− g(x)] |≤ C
Proof: Let Mα(t) = sup‖η‖≤t | gα(iη) |. In general, if gα is entire for all α
(analogous to Weierstrass M-test) we have M
1/|α|
α (t)→ 0 as | α |→ ∞, for every t.
This means that
∑
α gα(iη)x
α is an entire function of ζ = x+ iη. Let
Γg = {η, e−ǫ‖x‖
[
g(x+ itη)− g(x)] = 0 ∀x ∀t} = ∆C(g)
Then, for η ∈ Γg, gα(itη) = Cα, a constant independent of t. Thus M1/|α|α (t)→ 0
over Γg as | α |→ ∞, for all t. Assume η close to η0 ∈ Γg. Then,
gα(itη) =
∑
β gαβ(itη0)(it(η − η0))β . Now, to see that gα is of exponential type 0,
let Mαβ(t) = sup‖η‖≤1 | gαβ(itη) | and consider
logMαβ(t)
t
≤ ǫ | α | ∀α
The left side has the indicator for gαβ as limes superior, as t→∞. As | β |→ ∞,
the limit on the left side, times 1/ | β |, is 0, for all t > 1. Thus, gα is holomorphic
and of type 0, in any conical neighborhood of Γg. .
This may be regarded as a generalization of the proposition that some iterate of
the polynomial defining the lineality to a symmetric operator, is a hypoelliptic
polynomial. Given g of type A, we then have that e−A‖x‖bΓ(g) ∈ Exp ‖·‖,0.
Concerning self-adjointedness, the following propositions are immediate.
Proposition 20.2. Assume bΓ+f = g
+
A ∈ Exp ‖·‖,A. A sufficient condition for
self-adjointedness of IE is that 2E = g
+
A + g
+
A . A necessary condition, is that
Im g+A = bΓ− Im f .
It is a consequence of the previous argument, that if f is of type 0, then the
corresponding operator will be self-adjoint in Exp. It is also a consequence, that
hypoelliptic operators can be considered as of (complex) type 0 (consider for
instance them as acting on parametrices to hypoelliptic polynomial operators).
21. Some remarks on Weyl-calculus
In any theory involving the strong Fourier-transform, particular care has to be
taken with the sets Vc. Consider for instance Weyl-calculus. The fundamental
relations are
a(x, ξ) =
∫
K(x+ t/2, x− t/2)e−i<t,ξ>dt
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K(x+ t/2, x− t/2) = 1
(2π)n
∫
a(x, ξ)ei<t,ξ>dξ
where a ∈ Sm and the operator a(x,D):S → S. Assume a(x, t) = a(x, 0) for t on a
line. Then, K(x+ t/2, x− t/2) = K(x, x) or τt/2IKτt/2 = IK . This situation may
occur if h(a)(ζ) = 0, for a radically injective homomorphism h and N(Ih)
corresponds to a generalization of the lineality. On these lines K(x, x) = cδ0 (the
Dirac-measure) and Dαt a(x, t) is a polynomial, for x fixed.
Lemma 21.1. Assume F a reduced kernel in L2 ∩H, then
F−1 F ∈ L2 ∩H
Otherwise, if X = X ′\Γ reduced, for a line Γ and X ′ ⊂ Rn, we have F−1F=
cδΓ + F−1
[
F |X
]
, that is F−1[F− I] ∈ L2 ∩H . Assume now,
a(x, ξ) =
∑
j ajfj =
∑
j I
[
Aj ,Fj
] over L2 ∩H , with Fj reduced in both ξ-variables
separately. Then F−1 a(x, ξ) =∑j I[Aj ,F−1Fj] and [Aj ,F−1Fj] ∈ L2 ∩H .
Further, IK =
∑
j I
[
τ−t/2Ajτ−t/2,F−1Fj
], that is
1
(2π)n
∫ ∫
A(x− t/2, y + t/2)F (y, ξ)ei<t,ξ>dξdy
If Aj is constant on t/2-lines, then IK =
∑
j cjI
[
δ,Fj
]. This phenomena does not
occur for reduced symbols (the coefficients reduced), since the sets Vc then reduce
to points. If thus a ∈ Jh and a ∼0
∑
j ajfj , with fj reduced and aj constants, we
have,
τt/2IKτt/2 =
∑
j
ajIF−1Fj = F−1a
with F−1 Fj ∈ L2 ∩H . Note again that the sum does not have to be reduced.
Also, note that in analogy with earlier results, we have "locally" a polynomial
representation awt − pt = Ht, with Ht regularizing and pt polynomial.
22. Link between the dynamical system and the wavefront set
Given existence of ψ not constant such that h(ψ) = µψ and if also Q = µP for a
constant µ and where P,Q are polynomial right hand sides to the system under
consideration, we have that Hh(ψ) = 0 why Hh has a real integral curve. Assume
Wc = {(η1(ζ), ζ) ζ ∈ Vc} where Vc is the foliation corresponding to the symbol
to a differential operator with analytic coefficients and η1(ζ) is a real-analytic
function (assume order one). Assume Γ a tangent-line to the foliation (restriction
to one variable) and Γ→ L mapping dual line-segments in Expρ,A with respect to
the Fourier-Borel transform. Let WΓ be the corresponding set {(η1(ζ), ζ) ζ ∈ Γ}.
For the situation with ζ ∈ Vc there are corresponding functions ψ ∈ (Ic) and a
corresponding tangent equation Q− cP = 0 where P,Q are assumed polynomials.
Let t be the mapping (Ic)→ Γ, where we can obviously assume that singular
points to the system are mapped on foliation points and that regular points are
mapped on the outside of the foliation. Further, for solutions u to the
homogeneous equation to the differential operator above, it is not difficult to find
a mapping v:WΓ →WFa(u). Denote with γ˜ the image of γ under the mapping
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γ →WΓ →WFa(u), then according to Hanges’ theorem (cf. [21]), there is a
neighborhood of the origin U such that γ˜(U) ⊂WFa(u).
Starting with a complex line Γ, we consider the transversal L as linearly
independent. Γ corresponds as before to an ideal (Iµ1), for a real number µ1. Let
(Iµ1)
′ be the ideal corresponding to the transversal L. In a neighborhood of a
singular point to the associated dynamical system, we can in this way construct a
symplectic base. If (I) =
⊕
µ(Iµ) (finite sum) and if η is cyclic we have thus
η(ψ) = φ for a φ ∈ (Iµ1 )′, that is η maps tangents on transversals and we could
claim that the transversal is locally unique. Note that in the case where ψ = eϕ if
also ddϕh = h
d
dϕ , then (Iµ) = (Iµ)
′, but we are still assuming polynomial right
hand sides for the associated dynamical system, why there are only finitely many
tangents and we will denote half of them transversals and also in this case we can
construct a local symplectic base. More precisely assume h algebraic such that
h(g2) = h(g)2 for g real and h∗ = h. The corresponding eigen-values must be real
and positive, that is h(g2) ≥ 0 and h(g2) = cg2 with c real and non-negative.
Assume c = µ2 for µ real, then the "eigen-spaces" can be seen as linearly
independent (Iµ)+
⊕
(Iµ)−. We can set (Iµ)
′ = (Iµ)+. This means that η maps
tangents (Iµ)− on transversals (Iµ)+ or (Iµ)→ (I−µ). Further we have argued
that the decomposition of tangents and transversals is linearly independent (η1 is
assumed of order 1 and locally injective). Thus t and v maps
(I)+
⊕
(I)− →WΓ
⊕
WL →WFa
23. Multi-valuedness
We note that if γ is defined by an algebraic homomorphism h, then
multi-valuedness for h(ψ) corresponds to multi-valuedness for ψ, since the
corresponding Puiseux-series is mapped on a Puiseux-series. Consider
Σ = {P = 0} for a polynomial P such that dζP 6= 0 on Σ and
F (ψ)(ζ)dζP (ψ)(ζ) =
∑
j bj(ζ)ψ
j/µ where F is assumed holomorphic with respect
to Σ and ψ is assumed reduced ( assume a pseudo-base element ). For φ = ψ1/µ,
we get h(φ)µ = h(ψ) and if h maps reduced (pseudo-base) elements on reduced
(pseudo-base) elements, we get an expansion
∑
j h(bjφ
j) =
∑
j h(bj)h(φ)
j with
multi-valuedness of the same order as the given set. Consider
Pc(ψ) =
∏
ζ∈Eq
(cψ − h(ψ))
where h is not assumed reduced. If h2 is locally injective we consider the locally
discrete set
Eq = {ζ h(ψ)(ζ) = h(ψ)(ζ0)}
and the corresponding Puiseux-expansion
∑
bj(ζ)φ
j . This is mapped by h on
another Puiseux-expansion and a corresponding discrete set
Eq′ = {ζ ψ(ζ) = ψ(ζ0)}
Let η(ψ) = h(ψ)/ψ.
Lemma 23.1. Assume h such that h2 = 1, then η does not change sign over Eq.
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The proof is trivial. Assume Eq is a discrete set and that the number of elements
is 2. We then have hPc(ψ) = (ch(ψ)− ψ)2 ≥ 0 (with h∗ = h and ψ real). Thus
Pc(ψ) ≥ 0 under these conditions. In the same manner, if the number of elements
is odd (= µ− 1) and ζ0 such that η(ψ) ≥ c, then we have Pc(ψ) ≤ 0. The sign for
Pc(ψ) is dependent on ζ0 and not on ψ ∈ nbhd (Ic). Note that if
η(ψ)(ζ) = c+ P (ζ) (in a domain of holomorphy) where P is a first degree
polynomial. In this case Pc(ψ) = P (ζ0)
µ−1 = (a0 + a1ζ0)
µ−1.
Consider now η(ψ)(ζ) = µ+ P1(ζ), with P1 polynomial, then
h(φ) = b0 + b1φ+ b2φ
2. We can assume b0 = 0 (h algebraic) and apply h again to
get η(ψ)(ζ) = (1 − c2(ζ))/c1(ζ). We could consider {φ, φ2} as a pseudo-base for
an ideal (I) and as before consider the distance to V = N(h(I)),
d(ζ, V ) ≤ C | ζ |cρ (c1 | φ | 1κ+σ +c2)ρ with ρ < 1, where κ+ σ is a positive
constant dependent on choice of neighborhood of the origin. Let
Ωµ = {ζ h(ψ)(ζ) = µψ(ζ)} for a constant µ. Assume ψ = eϕ such that ϕ→ −∞
as ζ → 0, over Hh(ψ) = 0 we further have dζh(ψ) = µdζψ. For ζ /∈ Ωµ we have
h(ψ) =
∑
j cjψ
j/µ and the image under t lies outside the tangent-line Γ. The
corresponding trajectory determines a spiral approximation of Ωµ. Starting with
the Puiseux-expansion h(ψ) = c0 + c1ψ
1
µ + c2ψ
2
µ and assuming h ∼m g where g is
an analytic homomorphism, we have t˜h(ψ) ∼∑j cjz jµ1 . Monotropy for the
trajectory γ corresponds to translation of ζ that is γg = τǫγh, why
t˜g(ψ) =
∑[
τǫcj(ζ)
]
z
j
µ
1 where t˜ is the projection on the second variable of γ.
Remark:
The condition dw locally reduced for a homomorphism w deserves explanation. If
ψ is singular for the dynamical system, it is through our conditions isolated. If
{ψj} is a sequence such that dψj 6= 0 and dw(ψ − ψj)→ 0, then {ψj} must be a
regular approximation of ψ, that is ψ − ψj → 0. In this sense dw is reduced over
regular approximations.
24. Hanges’ theorem
We can now generalize Hanges’ theorem to pseudo-differential operators Aλ with
foliation that is included in the zero-set to the polynomial corresponding (using t)
to X = {γ P (γ)(ζ) = 0}. Assume γ an integral curve with a real branch in X
and that the associated dynamical system has polynomial right hand sides, we
then have γ˜(U) ⊂WFa(u), for solutions to the homogeneous equation to Aλ and
for U a neighborhood of the origin. Conversely, if γ is not a tangent to the origin
and does not have a real branch in X , we know that γ˜(U) ∩WFa(u) = ∅
Assume for a symbol a, holomorphic and of finite type and corresponding a
self-adjoint operator, the intersection of the foliation and the transversal set is
included in the zero-set to a holomorphic function F . Assume further that F is in
a finitely generated ideal (I) = ker h, where h is assumed ( modulo monotropy )
algebraic and such that h2 is locally injective. We will here consider the case
where h(F ) real. Further that A ∼∞ F˜ +Ψ where Ψ is assumed regularizing and
F˜ is the operator corresponding to F . Hanges ([10]) studies the characteristic set
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corresponding to the principal part of the symbol a. We propose that if F is
defined by h(F ) = 0, the homogeneous condition can be replaced by the following.
Assume t a real variable and consider ζ → tζ such that h(t2F ) ∼m th(F ). Define
a continuous function s according to s(tζ) = h(tF )(ζ), then s is homogeneous of
order 12 . Let further r
2(tζ) = tr2(ζ), where r is analogous to s. A conical
neighborhood of z0 is mapped by a canonical homogeneous transformation on an
open conical set in (x, t, ξ, τ) ∈ T ∗(Rn+1)\0. We can now argue as Hanges ([10])
that is the operator corresponding to r2(ζ) is reduced to canonical form
t δδt − B˜(x,Dx) close to (x0, 0, ξ0, 0) and B˜ ∈ L0c with proper support. We study a
mapping T :(I)→ nbhd Γ, where Γ is the tangent line to the foliation and where
the associated dynamical system is assumed to satisfy Bendixson’s regularity
conditions (cf. [1]). We consider Σ = {ζ T r(ζ) = 0} and Σ˜ = {ψ h(ψ) = 0}.
According to Bendixson (cf. [1] Ch.2, Theorem 9 ) if the dynamical system has
polynomial part right hand sides of order 1, we have exactly four trajectories that
run through the origin. Hanges considers correspondingly four
half-bicharacteristics defined through γj :J → Σj, j = 1, 2 γj(0) = z0, where J is
an open interval in R containing 0. For Jk = {t ∈ J (−1)kt > 0} k = 1, 2 we
write γj,k = γj | Jk for these. Note that in our case Σj = Σ. The following
proposition is a direct consequence of ([10] Prop.1)
Proposition 24.1. Assume γj,k a characteristic such that γj,k(0) = z0. If for a
pseudo-differential operator A described above, u ∈ D′, solves the homogeneous
equation Au = 0 and γj,k ∩WFa(u) = ∅, then z0 /∈WFa(u).
24.1. The non-homogeneous equation. Assume P a polynomial operator and
P (D)u = f in D′ for u ∈ D′ and γ is a trajectory to the dynamical system such
that γ˜ ∩WFa(u) = ∅
Lemma 24.2. If γ′ → P0 singular through regular points, we have that
γ˜′ ∩WFa(u) = ∅
Proof:
Since P0 is mapped by t on the foliation to an operator of finite type, we have
γ˜′ → a finite value. The indicator of growth to an operator F is then the same as
the indicator to τγ˜′F as γ
′ → P0 (ϕ→ ±∞). Note that we have not assumed that
γ′ is a trajectory to the dynamical system.
Note that if P 2 is hypoelliptic and self-adjoint, we have WF (Pu) ⊂WF (u) and if
u = Pv in D′ we have WF (P 2v) = WF (v) ⊂WF (Pv). The geometrical objects
are considered as the same, it is only the names that are swapped. We assume
that the latter case is used. We are going to prove that WF (Pu) = {γ˜} ∪WF (u),
where γ˜ is as in the lemma and P is a pseudo-differential operator with foliation
in the zero-set to a polynomial F .
Lemma 24.3. Assume γ a trajectory to the dynamical system and γ → P0
singular, with a tangent determined in P0, then there is a regular approximation
of P0, for P as above.
Proof:
The conditions give that all approximations γ of P0 have a tangent determined
(Ic), c constant, in P0. As the foliation to the operator is finitely generated (in an
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algebraic variety), we have the minimally defined case and there always is a
regular approximation.
Remark:
Note that the conditions in the second lemma are satisfied if the dynamical
system has polynomial right-hand sides.
Lemma 24.4. Assume P0 singular and mapped by t onto N(I) for a finitely
generated ideal (I). If γ is a regular approximation of P0 with tangent determined
(Ic) c constant, then γ is in the set of transversals.
Assume now A a pseudo-differential operator of finite exponential type and with
foliation in N(F ) for F ∈ (I) polynomial and (I) a finitely generated ideal (the
minimally defined situation). Assume γ˜ ∩WFa(Au) = ∅ and γ˜ transversal, that is
γ is a regular approximation of P0, a singular point. If we have the representation
Au = F˜ u+Ru where R is regularizing and F˜ has zero’s that include the foliation
to A, then the generalized Hanges’ result gives that WFa((A− F˜ )u) ∩ γ˜ = ∅ and
WFa(u) ∩ γ˜ = ∅.
Proposition 24.5. Assume A a pseudo-differential operator, self-adjoint and of
finite exponential type. Further that the foliation is included in the zero-set to a
polynomial or a difference of two polynomials in a finitely generated ideal. Assume
every foliation point mapped on a singular point for the associated dynamical
system, such that every trajectory that reaches such a singular point, has a tangent
determined in this point. Then every regular approximation of the singular point
is mapped in the set of transversals S˜, so that WFa(Au) = S˜ ∪WFa(u).
25. Foliation in a semi-algebraic set
Assume an ideal of holomorphy (I) defined by a polynomial Pµ and consider (I)
the Whitney-closure. Define the subspace (Iλ) = {γ Pµ(γ) ≤ λ} and the
corresponding ideal (I˜λ) under the mapping t. We will now discuss some
properties of the class of operators that has foliation in intersection with
transversal set included in the semi-algebraic set {ζ P˜µ ≤ λ}.
If the symbol to our pseudo-differential operator has foliation in {ζ P˜µ ≤ λ} we
can prove that the corresponding ideal (I) containing the polynomial Pµ, has a
global pseudo-base. Assume (I) finitely generated such that the minimally defined
zero-set case holds, that is assume over the semi-algebraic set that Pµ = 0
=⇒ dPµ 6= 0. Singular points are now such that {Pµ = λ}, λ constant and also
the semi-algebraic set is minimally defined, since the singular points are the
foliation to a polynomial Pµ, which is assumed to be with lineality (not reduced)
and we have regular approximations over transversals. Note that for ψ = eϕ, as
(Ic) = (Ic)
′ = (Ic)
′′ we have P (δjγ) = P (dγ) for all j, why in the minimally
defined case, we must have for all j, Pµδj − δjPµ 6= 0.
Given exactness for η (= h(ψ)/ψ) we can show existence of a global pseudo-base
also for the ideal that defines the foliation (I). Assume Pµ ∈ (I) and that the
semi-algebraic set {Pµ ≤ λ} is minimally defined such that we always have regular
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approximation of singular points (Pµ(0) = λ) and under these conditions every
regular approximation has a tangent determined.
Proposition 25.1. Consider for a pseudo-differential operator A, Au = f in
D′, for u ∈ D′, where we assume A has symbol with a foliation in a semi-algebraic
set {Pµ ≤ λ} that is minimally defined and where Pµ ∈ (I) is a polynomial and
(I) is assumed to have a global pseudo-base. Then for S˜ the transversal set,
WFa(Au) = S˜ ∪WFa(u).
Assume now γ ∈ Lµ and the foliation in a semi-algebraic set as before, this means
that {µ(dγ) ≤ λ} that is a bounded positively definite measure defined close to the
foliation. Particularly if the ideal (I) is finitely generated and the index ρ ≤ 1/N
for an integer N , we have for Mµ = {γ µ(dγ) ≤ λ} that | µ(dγ) |≤ C | dψ |ρ for
a positive constant C and conversely if | dψ |≤ λN we must have γ ∈Mµ.
Assume existence of a global pseudo-base for (I) and Φµ the generalized
Cousin-integral (cf. [7]), then there are Φ˜µ of type 0. Assume µ˜ such that
Φ˜µ = Φµ˜ ( addition of measures with point-support ), then the corresponding
polynomial can be chosen reduced, that is with no foliation why the only singular
point possible is the origin. The conclusion is that for every trajectory to the
associated dynamical system that is tangent to Mµ˜ holds that this trajectory will
stay in a bounded set in phase space as ϕ→ ±∞. For Mµ the same conclusion
holds µ− a.e.
26. A case of infinitely generated foliation
We have earlier established that in the case where h2 is locally injective and η
(= h(ψ)/ψ) exact, that we have a global pseudo-base for the ideal that generates
the integral curves. Note that since h is reduced over the tangent space, if we
form (I) = {φ δjφ ∈ (J) j = 1, . . . , n} we have a local pseudo-base for (I) and
a global pseudobase for (J). Assume now ηj(ψ) = h
j+1(ψ)/hj(ψ) without
improvement (or degeneration) of behavior by iteration, that is we are assuming a
not-finitely generated ideal. We give the following proposition, where τ denotes
translation
Proposition 26.1. Assume with Sτψ = τψ/ψ, h(Sτψ) ∼m 0 in the
| ζ | −infinity and η(ψ) not constant, then ψ is in a bounded set, symmetric with
respect to the origin.
Proof:
If ηj is constant then ψ must be on a transversal. Consider ψk in a regular
approximation of ψ such that ψk are non-constant as well as ηj(ψk). Assume
further
(15) h(Sτzψ) ∼m 0 | ζ |→ ∞
particularly we have seen before that if h is algebraic, Sτzψ ∼m 0 as | ζ |→ ∞.
Obviously we have ηj(ψ) ∼m h(ψ), why if | ηj(ψ)− h(ψ) |< 1/ | ζ | in the
| ζ |-infinity, we have | ηj(ψ) |< 1/ | ζ | + | h(ψ) | and using the condition (15) we
have that η(τzψ/ψ) ∼m 0 as | ζ |→ ∞ (modulo monotropy). Consider now
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ψ(z) = τzφ(x)/φ(x) non-constant, why if φ is reduced, then ψ is bounded ∀x, z.
According to (15) we have that ψη(ψ) ∼m 0 why we can claim that η is bounded
in the | ζ |-infinity. Let (I) be the φ for which ψ is bounded when τ is compact.
For reduced φ we know that the corresponding φ have a global pseudo-base.
Obviously, the two ideals are locally equivalent in the | ζ |-infinity.
Let h(φ2)− h2(φ) ∼m 0 such that h(φ2 − h(φ)) ∼m 0. Assume further that φ 6= 0
in the | ζ |-infinity such that φ− η(φ) ∼m 0. We then have that modulo
monotropy | φ |< 1/ | ζ | + | η(φ) |. In this sense η is downward bounded in the
infinity. Further symmetry with respect to the origin in ζ can be shown for
regular approximations of (Ic), c a constant.
Proposition 26.2. Let (I) be the ideal of φ such that τzφ/φ ∼m 0 in the infinity
and τz compact. Then (I) has a global pseudo-base.
Proof:
Assume Schwartz-type topology and a compact translation. We can then assume
the ideal (I) finitely generated. Further it is not difficult to prove, for instance
using the quantitative version of Rückert’s Nullstellensatz, that η ∼m 0 over (I).
Thus the indicator for η over (I) is 0 and we can find a transform γ ∼m η over
(I), that is exact so that the ideal defined by γ has a global pseudo-base.
Assume the conditions in Proposition 26.1 further dη 6= 0 and continuous. Then
ψ ∈ B where B is a bounded set, symmetric with respect to the origin.
Considered as a cone, tB = Γ always has negative indicator, that is for ξ0 finite
and s a real number, we have < sy, ξ0 >< 1 ⇔< y, ξ0 >< 1/s→ 0 as s→∞. We
now know (cf. [21] Theorem 6.6 ) that in this case we have no contribution to the
wave-front-set.
Proposition 26.3. Assume ψ such that h(Sτψ) ∼m 0 in the infinity and η such
that dη(ψ) 6= 0 and continuous, we then have that {tψ} is not mapped on to the
wave-front-set.
27. Implications on microlocal analysis
Assume ζ0 a point in the plane, such that h(f)(ζ0) = 0 of order N and consider a
neighborhood W of ζ0, such that ζ0 is an isolated zero. Then
(ζ − ζ0)Nv(ζ) = h(f)(ζ), where v is real analytic and such that v(ζ0) 6= 0. Assume
γ a real-analytic function such that γ(x0) = ζ0 (implicit function theorem). Then,
in x0, f(γ(x0)) = constant. Let
Xc = {x f(γ(x)) = c} for a constant c .
If f = û, for u ∈ S and if u has support on Xc, then Xc ⊂ sing supp u. Further,
if we consider full lines in Vc, we can chose γ of order 1 and such that
h(f)(γ(x)) = cN (x − x0)Nv(γ(x)). More precisely, in the Cousin integral
approach, if f = Φ˜−Φ and eϕ = f , we can give Vc as {ζ ϕ(ζ) = const.}. Consider
V = nbhd ζ0 and f(ζ0) = c. Let η(Vc ∩ V ) ⊂ Xc ∩ U , for U = nbhd x0, where
γ, η are real-analytical functions ( of order 1 ) and injective on these sets. Let
ζ ∈ Vc and u(η(ζ)) = v̂(ζ), for v̂ ∈ E ′ (V ). Assume v̂ is constant on Γ ∩ V , for a
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line Γ. Then, F−1 (u(η(ζ))) = cδΓ(x), for Γ = {γ(x)} with δΓ(x) = δ0(x− Γ).
Note that if u ∈ S ′, then u(η(ζ)) ∈ S ′(V).
The restriction (inclusion)-homomorphism rΓ considered on R
n
C∞r → C∞r → C∞, can be extended to
E ′ → (C∞r )′(U)→ (C∞r )′(Γ),
where C∞r denotes real-analytic functions. Assume β another homomorphism on
E ′, such that β(T )(x) = 0 for T ∈ E ′ and x ∈ Γ, a line-segment, implies T is
constant on this line-segment, that is r′T = cδΓ. Let now β be defined with its
support outside sing supp T . Consider for instance the class of distributions
E ′Ω(V) for open sets Ω ⊂ V as the class {T ∈ E ′(V) sing supp T ⊂ Ω} and
assume β with support on V \Ω. Let
Wh = {(x, γ(x)) ∈ U × V β(T )(x) = 0}
and
Wc = {(η(ζ), ζ) ∈ U × V ζ ∈ Vc}.
Thus, over E ′Ω(V) we have that β defines the foliation and Wc = Wh
Assume r′L the restriction-homomorphism to a convex, compact set L and acting
on E ′. If Γ is the polar to L, a line-segment through x, we have that also Γ is a
line-segment and the functional F−1 r′ΓF T is portable by L. It also follows that
r′L is portable by L. We let Fr′L = r′ΓF in Exp ρ,A. Assume γ, η real-analytic
functions mapping L to Γ and back (inverse function theorem), we have the
following proposition,
Proposition 27.1. If u ∈ E ′Ω(V), x ∈ sing supp u and x on a line-segment L
in Ω. Then there is a constant C, such that r′Lu = CδL. If f = û and ζ ∈ Vc and
on a line-segment Γ in Vc, then r
′
Lu = CδL, for a constant C.
Assume β:C∞ → C∞ and α = βF − F β:E ′ → C∞ and for the restriction to a
line-segment, E ′ → C∞0 . As βu(x) − βu(−x) = αFu+ Fαu, we have that
βu(x)− βu(−x) ∈ C∞(nbhdL). Assume βu(x)− βu(−x) 6= 0 on L and ζ ∈ Uc\Vc,
x = η(ζ) ∈ L. Then
1
| x |c ≤ C | βu(x)− βu(−x) |≤ C
′(| βu(x) | + | βu(−x) |) on L,
thus x /∈ sing supp u or −x /∈ sing supp u. Assume M a set, symmetric around
0, M = supp F for a real and real-analytic function F . Define
Eq± = {ζ ∈M F (ζ) = F (−ζ)}.
Then if F1 = Πξ∈Eq(ζ − ξ(ζ))F (ζ) and supp F1 ⊂M\Eq±. In the same manner,
if Eq′ = {ζ ∈M F2(ζ) = 0}, for F2 real and real-analytic, we can define F ′1 with
supp F ′1 ⊂M\Eq′. The conditions above are satisfied for L ⊂ supp F ′1.
Let A = {ζ h(û)(ζ) = dh(û)(ζ) = 0}. Note that Jh as a closed ideal, can be
considered as radical. Assume h(f) = αf , for α ∈ H and h2 injective. Then,
| f |2∈ Jh is equivalent with the proposition h(| f |2) = constant. Further, if
h(| f |2) = β | f |, for a constant β, we conclude that | f |= constant.
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Proposition 27.2. Assume N = {ζ h(f)(ζ) = 0}, CΓ = {ζ dh(f)(ζ) = 0},
C = ∩ΓCΓ and A = C ∩N , then for Γ1 a line through ζ, we have{ | rΓ1f |= constant for ζ ∈ C
rΓ1f = constant for ζ ∈ A
28. Symmetry and the singular support
Let ΩA = {ζ | ζ |< A} and for a small set U , ΓUA = {ζ ∈ U | ζ |= A}. Let
Ωǫ = {x 12ǫ <| x |< ǫ} and x = η(ζ) =
∑
j ajt
j the Puiseux-expansion
corresponding to the singular points on ΩA. Then for ζ ∈ ΩA and η(ζ) − ξ ∈ Ωǫ,
| η(ζ) |<| ξ | +ǫ. Assume as before, f(ζ) = ĉ(ζ) = u(η(ζ)) and further ζ ∈ ΩA
implies η(ζ) /∈ sing supp u. In the construction of the Green-function, we use
Tǫ = αǫgλ for αǫ ∈ D with support in | x |≤ ǫ and with αǫ(x) = 1 for | x |≤ 12ǫ, it
is a function only of | x |. gλ is a tempered fundamental solution to Dλ = ∆− λ.
We then have Tǫ(η(ζ) − ξ) ∈ C∞(Ωǫ). Let Nλ = N(Dλ). Then on Uc\Nλ,
1 ≤| D̂λ || ĝλ |≤ C | ξ |q−c| ĝλ |, why if c > q, we can regard ĝλ as reduced. If
further f is reduced, for ζ ∈ Uc\Nλ, | η(ζ) − ξ |σ≤| Tˇǫ ∗ c(η(ζ)) |. If ξ = η(v) for
v ∈ nbhdζ ⊂ ΩA, v = ζ + ǫeiφ we have as η is real-analytical, for | ζ |< r < A,
that | η(ζ)− ξ |≤∑α C′αr−|α|ǫ|α|
We can regard Tǫ ∈ E ′ as very regular in D′F . Thus, Tǫ is on the form δ0 − γǫ,
with γǫ regularizing and γǫ(0) = 0. Assume Γ:{ξ = η(ζ)}. We have∫
Γ
Tǫ(η(ζ) − ξ)u(ξ)dξ =
∫
Γ
δ0(η(ζ) − ξ)u(ξ)dξ =
∑
ζj
u(η(ζj)) =
finite sum∑
j
f(ζj)
This is also the expression we expect, when we let ǫ→ 0 in Tǫ.
Assume V = nbhdζ and u(η(ζ)) ∈ C∞(V ). Let U = η(V ) such that
u(x) ∈ C∞(U) (also γ(U) = V ). Let
W ′L2(u) = {ζ u(η(ζ)) ∈ C∞(V ′) ∃V ′ = nbhdζ u ∈ L2}
Assume u has the property that
(16) η(ζ) /∈ sing supp L2 Re u⇒ η(ζ) /∈ sing supp L2u
Then, obviously for u according to (16), we have ζ ∈ W ′( Re u) implies
ζ ∈ W ′(u). We regard, for a polynomial P (ζ), PχΩA as a bounded operator in L2.
So, if for a constant β, βP = u(η) in L2, Re P = 12 (P + P
∗) and
β(P + P ∗) = 2 Re u = u(η(ζ)) + u(η(ζ))
Lemma 28.1. For u according to (16), we have ζ ∈ W ′L2( Re u) implies
ζ ∈ W ′L2(u)
In the general case, we have that the size of V ⊂W ′L2 is directly proportional to
the distance from ζ to 0. Conversely to (16),
Proposition 28.2. For V ⊂W ′L2(u) and V ⊂W ′L2(u), where V is symmetric
with respect to the real axis, then V ⊂W ′L2( Re u)
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29. On preservation of flatness
Let for a homomorphism β,
IC = {g ∈ Jh β(f − g) = 0 ∃f ∈ J∞C }
such that any g ∈ IC can be represented as g = f + c, for a constant c on ΓUA,
where fα(η) = 0 for all α and η ∈ C. Let C be a cone with vertex in the origin
and f ∈ J∞h (TC), where TC = Rn + iC and J∞h (f) = {DαIH(f)}α, then
IH(f)(x+ itη)− IH(f)(x) = 0, for tη ∈ C, why C ⊂ ∆C(IH(f)) and IH(f) is flat
on TC .
Assume W = {ζ DαIH(f)(ζ) = 0 ∀α}. If DαIH(f) = IH(Dαf) for all α, we
have that h preserves flatness. Now consider
IBα(f) = D
α
x IH(f)− IH(Dαy f)
(also consider IB′α(f)=I(DαxH−Dαy H)(f)
, if tIH = I
∗
H , we have IB′α = IBα).
Immediately, IBα =
[
Dαx IH −Dαx I∗H
]
+
[
Dαx I
∗
H −
(
Dαx I
∗
H
)∗]
. Let
J(IH) = IH − I∗H . Then
IBα = D
α
xJ(IH) + J(D
α
x )I
∗
H + J(D
α
x I
∗
H)
If IH is a bounded operator in L
2, we have J(IH) = 2i Im IH . If
tIH = I
∗
H we
have J(IH) = 0 and if IH is an integral operator with distribution kernel, then Bα
can be neglected. With the condition that h2 is locally injective, it is clear that h2
preserves flatness and if DαIH(f) ∈ Jh, ∀α, we have that cDαf = I[
Bα,H
](f), for
a constant c and since f ∈ Jh, we see that h preserves flatness.
Proposition 29.1. If for all α, Bα ≺≺ H, we have in D′F , that h preserves
flatness. Further, Re hN ∼∞ hN , for some N over Vc, so hN preserves flatness.
If also h2 is locally injective, we have that h preserves flatness over Jh.
Proof:
Assume rt the restriction homomorphism to Ωt ⊃ Vc, so that Ωt ↓ Vc as t ↑ ∞.
The proposition that (rh)t is reduced, is then a proposition that (rh)t = const. on
Ωt, that is if we let 2i Im (rh) = 2(rh)− 2 Re (rh) = (rh)− (rh)∗, using
geometric equivalence, Re (rh)t ∼∞ (rh)t. 
Assume p and β homomorphisms, with p = δδx1 + β, then Ip = ker p is an ideal.
If g ∈ Ip we see that
(17) (
δ
δx1
)f
[
g − βg]+ ( δ
δx1
)g
[
f − βf] = ( δ
δx1
)f(
δ
δx1
)g + βfβg
so ( δδx1 )(fg) = (
δ
δx1
)f( δδx1 )g − β(fg). If ζ is a zero of order ≥ 2 for g, (17) gives
that
βg
[
βf + (
δ
δx1
)f
]
= 0
and if βg 6= 0 we have that f ∈ Ip. Let V2 = {ζ g(ζ) = βg(ζ) = 0}, then
( δδx1 )g
[
f − pf] = 0, so if ord ζg = 1, we have f = pf and thus ( δδx1 )f = (1− β)f .
Note that every geometric ideal I(Vc) can be divided into I
(1)(Vc) ∪ I(2)(Vc),
where I(2) denotes f ∈ I(Vc), such that ord ζf ≥ 2, for ζ ∈ Vc and I(1)(Vc)
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denotes f ∈ I(Vc) with simple zero’s. Over I(2), δδx can be considered as a
homomorphism, why it is sufficient to consider simple zero’s.
30. On the tangents to the Weyl group, W
An analytic mapping between real vector spaces f :E → X can be factorized as
E η−→ TS
n(E)
↓ ↓ f˜
E∗ û−→ X
so that f˜(η(x)) = û(ξ). Further, if for U ⊂ X , ϕ:U → E, we have an induced
linear mapping ϕ∗ between the spaces of symmetric tensors and equivalence
classes of symmetric tensors, with respect to change of coordinate maps, that are
called point distributions. More precisely, given a chart (c, t) in a neighborhood of
x, θc:TS
(r)(X)→ T (r)x (X) maps symmetric tensors on point distributions
bijectively. There is uniquely, in T
(0)
x (X) an element ǫx = θc(1), independent on c,
with center x. The field of point distributions Dt defined by t, with action by a
Weyl group W , is given by x→ t ∗ ǫx. We have that
f˜(θc(t)) = Dtf(x) =< t ∗ ǫx, f >=< ǫx, tˇ ∗ f >=< t, f ◦ ρ(x) >
and if ρ traces ΓUA and if Dtf = const, we have t = 1, which implies θc(t) = ǫx and
if X is locally compact, we have ǫx = δx, the Dirac-measure. According to [3]
(ch.III, Prop. 23), we can identify VW = {f τgf = f g ∈W} for f = Dtf ′ with
f ′ ∈ C∞r in a field of point distributions, with U(W ) = {t ∈ T ∞ (W )
suppt ⊂ {0}} where T ∞ denotes distributions with finite support, thus
VW ∼= U(W ). Further, Te(W ) are the primitive elements in U(W ), that is
Te(W ) = {f ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ f f ∈ VW } and T (W ) = W × Te(W ).
The field of point distributions defined by t, with action given by the Weyl-group
W , ( W can be generated by the lineality and for instance symmetry in a
canonical way ), is defined as x→ t ∗ ǫx, where with our conditions we can assume
ǫx the Dirac-measure. If Dt′h(f) = h1(Dtf), then < t
′, dh(f) >= h1(< t, df >).
Concerning the Weyl-group, if g ∈Wh1 , we have τgh1 = h1. Assume τgπ = πτg.
We then have hπ = πτgh1. If g
′ ∈Wh, we have τg′hπ = hπ = πτgh1 implies
g = g′. If τg′π = πτg and τgh1 = h1. Then πτgh1 = τg′πh1 = τg′hπ = hπ, that is
τg′h = h and g
′ ∼ g. Essentially, existence of lineality and equivalent Weyl-groups,
mean that the corresponding operators have the same micro-local properties.
Assume Dt′h(f) = h1Dt(f), then h1(< t, df >) =< t, h1(df) > and if h1d = dh1,
we have 0 =< t′ − t, dh(f) > + < t, d(h− h1)(f) >. If f ∈ Jh, we have t′ = t.
Assume Dϕ∗(t) = Dt′h = h1Dt. Then 0 =< ϕ∗(t)− t′, df > + < t′, d(f − h(f)) >,
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thus if f ∼ h(f), we have ϕ∗(t) ∼ t′. Let Dϕ∗(t)g = Dt′h, for an algebraic
homomorphism g, as in section 10. Then f ∈ Jǫh means ϕ∗(t) ∼ t′.
Consider the sequences
(I) Dt−→ X p−→T (W ) π−→ W → 0↓h ↓h1 ↓h2 ↓φ
(I ′) Dt′−→X
′ p−→T (W
′) π′−→ W ′ → 0
We note that h2 = T (φ). If π:W × Te(W )→W is the canonical projection,
π−1(e) = Te(W ). We then have π
′h2π
−1 = φ and if φ(e) = e(= 0), we have
h2(Te(W )) ⊂ Te(W ′). If φ = id, we have h2(Te(W )) = Te(W ).
31. Some remarks
Assume now the factorization
X η−→S(X)↓ p ↓ Tc
T (X) θc−→TS(X)
and p = π−1:X → T (X), using the symmetric group S (cf. [2]). Thus
p(x) = θc(Tcη(x)) = Tx(X). The proposition that η is constant, is then a
proposition that p(x) = 0 or equivalently Tcη(x) = 0. If η is a submersion ( for
instance the orbital-mapping in the symmetric group), then using foliation, we
have for all x ∈ X , existence of a subspace Vx ⊂ X such that
Tx(Vx)⊕ Tx(X) = ker xTcη.
Assume f ∈ Jǫh and if Dφ∗(t)g = Dt′h and if h = g1g, we have over Jǫh, that g1 is a
translation. Monotropy as we have defined it, means particularly a factorization
of an analytic homomorphism, by an algebraic homomorphism and a translation.
Thus if h:(I) g−→(I
′)τǫ−→(I
′′) and h1:Xg1−→X
′τ ′ǫ−→X
′′. We have, X ′ = τǫX
′′ and
< t′, dh(f) >= τǫ(< t
′, dg(f) >). Note that the same t′ can be used in the
representation of monotropic functions.
Consider h(ψ) = τǫw(ψ) such that
w(ψ) −→ α(ǫ)w(ψ)
↓ ր
h(ψ)
Let Ωλ = {ǫ h(ψ)w(ψ) = α(ǫ) α ∈ H not constant} and
Ω′λ = {ǫ τǫψψ not constant }. When ψ reduced, Ω′λ is bounded and symmetric
with respect to the axes. If wτǫ = τ
′
ǫw where also τǫ′ = τ
′
ǫ, we have
w( τǫψψ ) =
τǫ′w(ψ)
w(ψ) . As w preserves geometric convexity we see that Ωλ is
symmetric with respect to the axes. The same type of argument gives that it
preserves boundedness. Note that Ω′λ can be described as the set where α is not a
polynomial outside the origin. As w maps polynomials on polynomials as does
w−1, the same description holds for Ωλ. The same conclusion is for ψ ∈ (JA) that
h and w have the same micro-local properties.
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32. Algebraicity of the ideal
The mapping t. Given an ideal (J) we have if f, g ∈ (J), then αf + βg ∈ (J)
for constants α, β. But we do not necessarily have that t(αf + βg) is univalent. A
necessary condition for geometric convexity in the plane must be local injectivity
for t. Assuming this, if the ideal is defined by an algebraic homomorphism, we
know that if {tψ} is a line, a closed curve or a spiral, then {th(ψ)} is mapped on
the same type of geometrical object. Since also h−1 is algebraic, the proposition
can be reversed. We need however to assume {ψ} reduced locally for
univalentness, but to get the same geometric object, h need not be reduced. A
necessary condition for an algebraic homomorphism to preserve geometric type of
object in the plane is that the preimage is locally reduced and that t is locally
injective, which is the case if we consider for instance regular approximations of
singular ψ.
Assume ψ ∈ (I) with a reduced pseudo-base F1, . . . , Fρ ordered after increasing
order of zero and h : Fj → cjFj for constants cj . Consider Eq1 = {F1 = cF2 ∃c}.
As F1 has a representation with locally isolated zero’s, if F1 − cF2 6= 0 on the
boundary of a small disc Ω containing a zero to F1 then according to Rouche´
′s
theorem, Eq1 must be a locally discrete set. In the same manner for holomorphic
coefficients, even if we have non-trivial foliation in the coefficients.
It is not difficult to prove that if (I ′) is finitely generated through an algebraic
homomorphism, then N(I ′) is algebraic. Let Ω′ = N((I ′)) (closure in
Whitney-norm) and h : (I)(Ω)→ (I ′)(Ω′). This must mean that Ω′ is domain of
holomorphy, if Ω is a domain of holomorphy. Since h maps constants on constants
and polynomials on polynomials, we have that Ω′ is a Stein-domain if Ω is a
Stein-domain. Note that it is sufficient for the last result, to consider symbols on
the form 1/R, why it follows since h is locally bounded. In the case where (I ′) is
infinitely generated, we can settle for studying regular approximations.
The measure µ. The disjoint decomposition of Γ = {γ(x)} that we have found,
can be used to define a submersion and corresponding transversal set. Define
J = {g dw(Fg)=dFw(g)}
and assume that dw is reduced, for a homomorphism w. We have
dwF − Fdw=dFw + B1 + B2
and B1 = (dwF −dF w) = 0 on J , also B2 = (dF w −F dw) ∈ C∞ for g ∈ E ′.
We thus have dw(Fg) = dF w(g) + C∞. For g ∈ J , we have w(F g) = F
w(g) + c, for a constant c. Assume F w(g) = 0 and
w(Fg)(γ(x)) = û(ξ) and Γ = {ξ = γ(x)}
then for g ∈ J , we have û = const. and F−1 (wF g) = δ0. Define
Σ′ = {x F -1w(Fg) = w(g) g ∈ J}
Since Ĥ ∗′ ϕ→ Ĥ as ϕ̂→ 1 and analogously for Ĥ ∗′′ ϕ, we see that Σ = Σ′.
Thus, for x ∈ Σ, we have w(g) = δ0 and for x ∈ ∆Qx , we have w(g) = 0. Further, if
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h(g) = w(F g)−F w(g), we have h(g) = 0 on Σ and if g ∈ J , we have
h(g) = const. on ∆Qx .
Assume µ = F w − wF a positively definite measure for an algebraic
homomorphism w. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 32.1. The measure µ is finitely generated for algebraic
homomorphisms w and infinitely generated for analytic homomorphisms on the
form h = τǫw.
Proof:
According to Rückert’s Nullstellensatz, if < I∆(ϕ), ψ >=< δx(ϕ), ψ > for
ϕ, ψ ∈ H(V ) where V is a bounded neighborhood of 0, then < IN∆ (ϕ), ψ >= 0 for
large N . It is not difficult to prove that there is a g1 ∈ H such that
F w(gN ) = F [w, I∆](gN1 ) = F w(IN∆ (g1)) = constant. In the same manner there
is a g0 ∈ H such that wF gN =
[
w, I∆
]
(Fg0)N = 0. Note that if w is algebraic[
ŵ, I∆
]
=
[
w, Î∆
]
=
[
Î∆, w
]
=
[
I∆, ŵ
]
.
In the case of h = τǫw, to prove that the measure µ is infinitely generated, it is
sufficient to consider the one-variable case. For instance,
µ =
[
Î∆, τǫw
] − [Î∆, eix·ǫw]. Let T1 = ddx − ix, T2 = d2dx2 + x2 and so on. Thus
µ ∼∑ ǫnn!Tnw and we see that µ is infinitely generated for ǫ > 0. It is clear that µ
modulo monotropy is finitely generated.
Assume now that µ is algebraic in the tangent space, that is dµ2(g) = dµ(g2) and
consider µ1 = F dµ− dµ F . Thus µ1 is finitely generated. The proof is
completely analogous with the one given above and further it follows that if w is
algebraic in the tangent space, then dµ is finitely generated. Let µ(2) be the
measure corresponding to w2, then dµ(2)(g) ∼m dµ(g2) for w algebraic. That is
assume g1 ∗ g1 a regular approximation of g2, such that ĝ1 ∼m ĝ. Then
dµ(2)(g) ∼m dŵ2(g)− dw2(ĝ1)→ dŵ2(g)− dw(ĝ2) = d(ŵ(g2)− w(ĝ2))
Given existence of g1 as above we have that µ(·) is algebraic in the tangent space.
Consider h = τǫw with w algebraic. We have earlier considered Φµ(γ) =
∫
γ
dµ(γ)
with γ = (ψ, h(ψ)) and ψ reduced. This is finitely generated and we have an
estimate | Φµ(γ) |≤ C | ψ |ρ for the Puiseux-index ρ and a constant C.
Assume γ = (ψ, h(ψ)) with ψ reduced (or h reduced). If γ → P , then P is on the
curve and also P is on the curve γ. Assume that P singular for γ. Then
dγ(P ) + dγ(P ) = 0. This means that Re γ is singular in P . Conversely, if P is
singular for Re γ and dγ → p, then p must be purely imaginary. In the same
manner if P is singular for Im γ and dγ → p, then p must be purely real. The
conclusion is that if either Re γ or Im γ has P as singular point, then it can not
be singular for the other unless it is singular for γ.
Denote dh− hd = [dh]− [dh]∗. If h = h∗ we have locally dh− hd ∼ 2i Im [dh].
Sufficient conditions for a regular approximation are h(dg) 6= 0 (⇒ dg 6= 0) and
dh(g) 6= 0. Assume g satisfies these conditions and
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(18) dh(g)− h(dg) ∼ Im [dh](g)
If h ∼ h, then locally d[ Im h] ∼ Im [dh]. Through the conditions for the
dynamical system, if P is singular for Im
[
dh
]
that is ((18) = 0), then P can not
be singular for γ if it is not singular for Re γ. Thus if we assume real dominance,
then singular points are given by the ones for Re γ. If h2(g) = h(g2) + F , where
dF ∼m 0, then there are dF1 of type −∞ such that dF − dF1 is of type 0. We
could say using the generalized Cousin integral representation, that h2(g) = h(g2)
in the tangent space modulo regularizing action.
32.1. Algebraicity in the tangent space. If h is not algebraic but algebraic in
the tangent space, we have
dh−1(g) = dh(1/g) = dh(
1
1− g′ ) = d
∑
j
hj(g′) = d
∑
j
h(g′
j
)
If h is algebraic in the tangent space, the corresponding η′ is algebraic in the sense
that η′
−1
(g) = gdh−1(g) = (1− g′)d∑hj(g′). We can form the ideals
(J ′λ) = {g dh(g) ≥ λg}
for λ > 0. We have that dhj(g′)/g′ does not change sign over (J ′λ). If g
′ is real
then g′
2 ≥ 0 and also g′d∑ hj(g′) does not change sign over (J ′λ). For η′−1(g) we
have constant sign on (J ′µ) ∩ V± where V± = {g ± g > 0}. Thus η′−1(g) only
changes sign on {g = 0}.
33. Analytic sets and symmetry
33.1. A weighted lineality. Assume h(f) = P/Q for polynomials P,Q, where Q
is assumed hypoelliptic and self-adjoint. Let IGτη = τηIHτη. Thus
Q(x+ η)
Q(x)
IGτη =
(
1 +
∑
α6=0
Qα(x)
Q(x)
ηα
)
IGτη
for | η |< R, η real and R finite and where Qα/Q→ 0 as | x |→ ∞ . Note that the
condition Q hypoelliptic, implies that there are | x | large such that
Q(x+ η) 6= Q(x) for η 6= 0. We now have
IGτη (f)− P/Q =
(∑
α6=0
Qα(x)
Q(x)
ηα
)
IGτη (f)
We now introduce a "weighted" lineality ∆Qx = {η Q(x+η)Q(x) IGτη = IH ∀x} where
the term RQh(f) is assumed insignificant. Let τηIHτη = ĝη, so that
∆Qx = {η
∑′
α
(
qα(x)η
α
)
ĝη(f) = P/Q} = {η
∑′
α qα(x)
̂(Dαgη)(f) = P/Q},
where Σ′ denotes a finite sum, since we have assumed Q a polynomial. Further,
we assume qα(x)→ 0 as | x |→ ∞ and | η |< R. Let
∆˜Qx = {η
∑′
α qα(x)
(
Dαη gη
)
(f) = (P/Q)δ0(η)}. Thus,
IGτη − P/Q =
∑′
α qα(x)(̂D
α
η gη(f)). Note that {η
∑′ = 0 ∀x} corresponds to
the set ∆x,y(h) in the Weyl-calculus, that is invariance for translation with η in
both variables separately for the kernel H . Further if η is considered on a
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line-segment L, then
˜
∆Qx is ∆Qx considered on the dual line-segment Γ, F
rL = rΓF in Expρ,A.
33.2. Rückert for monotropic homomorphisms. Assume h(f) = τǫg(f) as
earlier and h(f) with a zero in a point a ∈ Cn, which is not of infinite order. We
assume g(f) 6= 0 in a and in a neighborhood of a. Consider now translation along
a transversal emanating from the point a. We have seen that τNǫ g(f) = 0 is
modulo monotropy equivalent with τǫg
N (f) = 0 and further hN (f) = 0. (Note
that ǫ depends on N ,f and a). Assume N(Jg) the zero-set to the ideal
corresponding to g, is an analytic set. We assume that it has positive dimension
locally (that is near the translated a). Then there is an irreducible, given a
stratification of N(Jg), of dimension > 0. This gives a neighborhood of the point
a, where hN (f) = 0
Lemma 33.1. If h is an analytic homomorphism with a zero in a point a, with
factorization h(f) = τǫg(f), where g is an algebraic homomorphism with N(Jg)
locally of positive dimension, then hN has an infinite zero in a, for N ≥ N0, with
N0 positive.
33.3. The set of symmetry, Σx,y. Let
Σx,y = {η H(x+ η, y − η) = H(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ Cn} for the kernel to a continuous
linear operator h on L2 ∩H . Assume to begin with that the kernel H(x, y) is in
L2 ∩H , such that h is compact. Then H(x+ η, y) = H(x, y + η)⇔ η ∈ Σx,y for
all x, y. Particularly, ∆x,y ⊂ Σx,y and with the conditions on H(x, y) above, we
have that h has slow oscillation over Σx,y. If Σ
∗
x,y is the set corresponding the
adjoint operator h∗, we have for h∗ = h that Σ∗x,y = Σx,y. Assume
ΣAsx,y = {η H(x+ η, y) = H(x, y + η) | x |→ ∞, | y |→ ∞}
and correspondingly for ∆Qx,As, we then have for η such that | η |< R, R finite,
that ΣAsx,y = ∆
Q
x,As, if IGτη = τηIHτη is bounded. Assume
Σ˜Asx,y = {η H(x+ η, y) = H(x, y + η) x, y ∈ V }
where V is a set of positive dimension containing the infinity. If η ∈ Σx,y and
h∗ = h, we must have η /∈ ∆Qx and conversely if η ∈ ∆Qx,As\∆Qx then η ∈ ΣAsx,y.
Lemma 33.2. If η ∈ Σ˜Asx,y and h∗ = h over L2 ∩H, then η ∈ Σx,y
Proof:
Assume h is such that IGτη = IH on a set of positive dimension in the infinity, for
η finite, then the proposition follows from Lemma 33.1 .
Assume h1(x, y, η) = H(x+ η, y)−H(x, y + η). If h1 is entire in (x, y), we must
have for η ∈ ΣAsx,y, that h1 is identically 0. Otherwise, we assume h1 holomorphic
in a domain Ω containing the infinity. If h1 is 0 on a set V ⊂ Ω of positive
complex dimension (we assume V contains the infinity), then h1 = 0 on Ω. The
definition of H can be extended outside Ω to a constant, or for H developed in a
pseudo-base, with constant coefficients, to an entire function. Again, if η ∈ ΣAsx,y,
where h is according to the conditions in Lemma 33.1, then there is a N
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sufficiently large, such that (IGτη − IH)N = 0 on a set of positive dimension close
to the infinity. Taking monotropy in to account, this means that INGτη ∼m INH .
The conclusion is thus, that for h = h∗ bounded over L2 ∩H , if we consider the
sets corresponding to the iterated operators hN ,
(19) ∆Qx,As ∼m ∆Qx ∪ Σx,y a disjoint union
Note that given the division η ∈ ∆QAs, η = η1 + η2 with η2 ∈ ΣAsx,y and if we assume
gη = τηF = (τηIG′τη =)τη2τη1F , where F is a self-adjoint integral operator with
kernel representation such that F ∼ hN , we have the representation
gη = Re (τη1F ) for η ∈ ∆Qx,As.
In the case where h does not have a kernel in L2 ∩H , we still assume η ∈ ∆Qx,As.
This means particularly, that given that the translation is bounded, for | η | finite,
h and h∗ have slow oscillation relative Q. Assume instead that h−1 is bounded,
then obviously ΣAsx,y ⊂ ∆Qx,As. If we assume hN locally injective, for large N , we
also have the opposite inclusion, ∆Qx,As ⊂ ΣAsx,y. Further, we know that under these
conditions, if η ∈ ∆Qx,As, then for t real, tη ∈ ∆Qx,As as t→∞ since the translation
is a compact operator over reduced elements. Naturally, the decomposition (19)
holds for the iterated operators also without the condition that the operator is
bounded on L2 ∩H .
Assume now h is not self-adjoint, but such that h ∼∞ Re h. Consider IGτη as a
function of a complex η and let GR be the kernel corresponding to
τη Re IHτη = IGR and in the same way, let HR be the kernel corresponding to
Re IH . Both operators are considered as locally defined in z, w. Thus,
GR(z, w; η) =
1
2 (H(z + η, w − η) +H(z + η, w − η)). Over
tη ∈ Σ( Re h) = Σ∗( Re h), for all real t, we have
GR(z − η, w + η; η) = HR(z, w)⇔
1
2
(H(z, w + 2i Im η) +H(z, w)) =
1
2
(H(z, w) +H(z, w))
The necessary condition is thus that 2i Im η ∈ ∆(tIH). Conversely, if
2i Im η ∈ ∆z,w(IH), where IH is locally defined in z, w, then tη ∈ Σz,w( Re h), for
all real t.
33.4. Behavior at the infinity. Note that for η ∈ ΣAsx,y, we have that a constant
value is preserved for h1 in (x, y), in the sense of Cousin [6], why it is natural to
consider the quotient-topology Ih1(f) = P/Q, and f = P
′/R.
Lemma 33.3. If P is a polynomial with a real zero in the infinity, then the set
of complex zero’s to P close to the infinity does not have positive complex
dimension.
This means that P does not have an infinite zero in the complex sense. If h is
such that h2 is injective (assume f reduced), the proposition that the zero in the
infinity has complex dimension is that it is a regular point in the zero-set to
h(f) = P/Q. Assume f = P ′/R an entire function, then there exists h, a
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differential operator or h ∼m differential operator, such that f ∈ Jh. Assume
further that R∗ = R and hypoelliptic. The local condition
(20) Q(D)(P ′/R) = constant
means that, for an appropriate test-function ϕ,∑
αQαϕD
α(P ′/R) =
∑
α,β Qαϕ
P ′(β1)R(β2)...R(βs)
R(s)
= constant. Assume
P ′
(β1)/R→ 0 as | ξ |→ ∞ for all β1 6= 0 (slow oscillation relative R). A necessary
condition for the condition (20) is that P ′ and Q are in some sense equivalent. We
will settle for P ′ ∼m R, that is f ∈ Jǫh and where h(f) = constant we have
| 1− g(P ′/R) |< ǫ, for an algebraic homomorphism g. Particularly, if g = 1,
P ′ ∼m R. We can now study the ideals of polynomials
(JQ) = {P ∃R hypoelliptic and self-adjoint P ≺≺ R P ∼m R}
and
(J ′Q) = {P ∃R hypoelliptic and self-adjoint δP ≺≺ R P ∼m R}
33.5. Some results for (J ′Q). Assume f symmetric and Df corresponding to a
regularizing operator, for instance Df ≺≺ I, with f = P/Q, where
D = Dx1 . . . Dxn .
Lemma 33.4. Assume f as above and with Q hypoelliptic and self-adjoint.
Then DβjP ≺≺ Q for all βj 6= 0 ⇔ Im P ≺≺ Q
Proof:
It is not difficult to prove that for Cϕ,f = fϕ−ϕf , where ϕ is a real test-function,
arbitrary in C∞0 ,
(21) Cϕ,f ≺≺ I ∀ϕ ∈ C∞0 ⇔ Dβjf ≺≺ I ∀βj 6= 0
Particularly, we have that,
Lemma 33.5. If f has finite type and f = R/S, where S = S∗ and hypoelliptic,
if Df ≺≺ I, then δR ≺≺ S.
If Q is real, we obviously have Im f ∼∞ ( Im P )/Q. If Q is only self-adjoint, we
have if we assume P ≺ Q and Q hypoelliptic, we get the same conclusion. With
these conditions on Q further, D(PQ ) ∼∞ DPQ and through the conditions on f ,
f ∼∞ f , so if we assume (DβjP )/Q ∼∞ Dβj (PQ ) ≺≺ I, for all βj 6= 0, then
according to (21) Cϕ,f ≺≺ I with ϕ arbitrary in C∞0 , why
Im f ∼∞ ( Im P )/Q ≺≺ I. The converse follows in the same manner. Thus,
Im f ≺≺ I implies Cϕ,f ≺≺ I and according to (21), Dβjf ≺≺ I for all βj 6= 0
and we are done. 
Note that if for P,Q polynomials, P −Q has a real zero in the infinity and if
(P −Q)N has a zero of complex dimension in the infinity, then (P −Q)N can not
be a polynomial. However, (P −Q)N has a ps.d.o realization with a regularizing
action and with a polynomial part. Note that if Pj is reduced for all j, we only
have to deal with isolated zero’s, but
∑
j Pj may well have a zero of infinite order.
The condition,
∑
j Pj ∈ rad(IRED) implies that we do not have a zero in the
infinity, but (
∑
j Pj)
N ∼m
∑
j P
µj
j , for iteration indexes µj , where the right side
may have a zero of infinite order. Assume V a set of positive complex dimension
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containing the infinity and h(f) =
∑
j Pj , such that h satisfies the conditions in
Lemma 5-4, then
∑
j h
N (Pj) has an infinite zero in the infinity and we can
assume hN (f) ∈ J∞V . Note that J∞V denotes the ideal of symbols with an infinite
zero on a set of positive complex dimension V . This corresponds to an operator
with regularizing action in a ps.d.o realization.
33.6. Behavior in the origin. Assume g = R/S, with S hypoelliptic and
self-adjoint and Dg → 0 as | x |→ ∞. Let J∞ = {g D(f − g) = 0 ∃f ∈ J∞V },
that is, g = f + c for a constant c in the infinity. The conditions on g mean
particularly that g ∈ (I)′Q. Note that J∞ is locally defined and that V is assumed
to have positive complex dimension and that V contains the infinity. Particularly,
if g → 0 as | x |→ ∞, we have that g ∈ J∞ can be approximated by J∞V .
Assuming zP (z) = F (1z ), for a polynomial P and F holomorphic for
0 <| z |< A <∞. If F has an infinite zero in the infinity, we can not draw a
conclusion concerning the order of zero for P in the origin, since this corresponds
to an essential singularity in the general case, as z → 0. However, since zP (z)→ 0
as z → 0, for all polynomials P , we could at least formally say that if P ∈ J∞,
zP (z) has a zero of infinite order in the origin.
Assume V a complex domain that contains the infinity and u ∈ C0(V ). We know
that log | u | is a sub harmonic function on V \Zu and that log | u |≡ −∞ on
Zu. Let u = e
g, then Zu becomes the polar set to −g (u is also holomorphic on
V ). Let (I) = {g eg → 0 | x |→ ∞}. For a complex-valued g, the
corresponding ideal is not closed, but we can assume g ∼∞ Re g or consider
rad(I), to get a closed ideal.
Assume h˜(eϕ) = eh(ϕ) with h˜(f) = τǫg˜(f) and f = e
ϕ. Then we have that N(h˜(f))
is the polar set to h(ϕ). A comparison between the dimensions for N(h˜(f)) and
N(g˜(f)) corresponds to a comparison between the dimensions for the polar sets to
h(ϕ) and g(ϕ) respectively. Note that we may have dim V = 1 for V ∼m V ′ and
dim V ′ = 0, this because ǫ depends on the choice of point x. Further, note that
Dth˜(f) = τǫDtg˜(f) = 0, means h˜∗(t) = g˜∗(t) = 0 or dh(ϕ) = 0. Further,
g˜(f) = g˜h˜−1(eh(ϕ)), so the latter condition is dh(ϕ) = τǫd(h
−1gh(ϕ)) = 0. If h˜ is
self-adjoint, we have dh˜(f) = 0 iff f = 0 without reducedness for h. Further,
dim N(f) = dim A, where A = sng N(h˜(f)).
33.7. Schwartz-type topology on the phase-ideal. We will in this section
refer to [21] for notation and results. A contour Γ, is a C∞-mapping W → Rn,
where W ⊂⊂ Rn is open and we have Γ 1-1 and also dΓ 1-1. A contour is “good”
for a function ϕ, if τηϕ− ϕ ≤ −C | η |2 for a positive constant C and for η traces
Γ. Here ϕ is assumed continuous Ω→ R, with Ω ⊂ Ck. For u ∈ H locϕ,x, we define
IΓ(λ) = e
−λϕ(0)
∫
Γ e
λϕ(y)uλ(y)dy. Over such ϕ, we claim that τη is a compact
operator. Note that ϕ can be regarded as the monotropic function to a
corresponding holomorphic function, further that the germs are locally
finite-dimensional. Further, if f ∼m g and g → 0, along complex lines, then
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| f − g |≤ Qǫ(1t ), for Q(0) = ǫ, as t→∞. Particularly, we have f ∼ g in H locϕ ,
that is the difference gives an exponentially small contribution to the integral IΓ.
The condition that η ∈ ∆Qx,As implies that the translation is weakly compact over
h and ϕ ∈ (I)′Q, that is Q(x+η)Q(x) τηh(τηϕ)→ h(ϕ) as | x |→ ∞ and symmetrically as
| y |→ ∞. Thus τηϕ has to converge as | x |→ ∞ and τη is weakly closed over ϕ.
By realizing τη as a measure over (I)
′
Q, τη can be considered as weakly compact.
Particularly, the extension used to define the Schwartz-type topology, is weakly
compact.
Note that, if Tη(h) = τηhτη, for η ∈ ∆Qx,As, we have that Tη is a compact operator,
even though τη is not compact unless h is reduced. We define
∆Qx = {η (Tη − I)(Qh)(x) = 0 ∀x}, where Tη is assumed compact over (Qh).
We have seen that modulo monotropy, ∆Qx = 0, for the set corresponding to h
N ,
for all N ≥ N0, for some N0. Thus, ∆Qx has, for all N , representation with locally
isolated points and can be realized by a locally injective, also C∞ mapping. As
∆Qx ∩ d∆Qx ⊂ ∆Qx , as an analytic set, the same argument can be applied on this
set. For an operator on L2, on the form A = Tη − I, under the assumption that
η /∈ ∆Qx , we have N(ANη ) = N(AN+1η ), N > N0, for some N0. Modulo monotropy,
we have ϕ ∈ N(ANη ) implies η ∈ ∆Qx,(N) and through the conditions, we see that
η = 0.
Assume h localized to 2 Re h = h(x+ η) + h(x+ η) as earlier. We then know that
∆Qx ( Re h) = {0}. Thus, η ∈ ∆Qx (h∗)⇔ η ∈ ∆Qx (h). If we have h∗ = h, then ∆Qx
is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Further, τηQh = Qhτ−η, why ∆
Q
x is
symmetric with respect to the origin. Assume ∆Qx ⊂ Uc, where Uc is a convex
neighborhood of the origin. This neighborhood can be seen as a porteur for Sτη ,
and Ŝτη has indicator −∞ over the porteur and (I1).
33.8. A generalization of the Cousin integral. The problem is to determine
if IΓ can be used to generalize the Cousin integral. Assume ϕ(x) = log (x− y). If
Γ describes a circle-segment, then Φ =
∫
Γ
(
δ
δxe
λϕ
)
uλ(x, z)dx is on the form of a
Cousin integral. Φ is a representation of Fλ = (x − y)λuλ and if uλ 6= 0 in a point
y, then Fλ has a zero of order λ in this point. Further, Φ has analytic
continuation along a transversal to the circle-segment Γ. Note that if Γ has a
disjoint decomposition as an analytic set, for instance using properties for the
phase-function, then the representative Φ has a corresponding decomposition.
Assume the phase defined, modulo monotropy, through a homomorphism, such
that Γ = ∆Qx ∪ Σx,y disjointly and ϕk ∼m τx′ Re τx′φ, for an analytic φ and
x′ ∈ ∆Qx , then
Φ =
∫
Γ
(
δ
δx
eλϕ
k(x))uλ(x, z)dx =
∫
Σx,y
∫
∆Qx
(
δ
δx
eλτx′′ Re φ(x
′))uλ(x, z)dx
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Note that the integral
∫
Γ
eλh
k(ψ)uλdx, corresponds to IΓI
k
H(uλ(x, z)), where
hk = Re hk.
Assume ϕ = h(ψ), where ϕ ∈ (I)′Q and where h is assumed self-adjoint in L2 and
self-transposed in the duality between H ′ and H . We then have ϕk ∼m hk(ψ).
Let h˜ be defined by eλh
k(ψ) = h˜k(eλψ). By considering IΓ(uλ)(y) as functional
Hx → H ′y and using Stoke’s formula, if ˜˜h is defined by d˜˜h = h˜d, we see that∫
Γ
eλh
k(ψ)(x)uλ(x, z)dx =
∫
Γ
h˜k(eλψ(x))uλ(x, z)dx =
∫
Γ
eλψ(x)h˜k(uλ)(x, z)dx
If k is selected so that h˜k is linear, over the "eigen-spaces" to this operator, ψ can
be selected as the real part of a holomorphic function. Also note that we can use
that dh˜ is reduced, that is for uλ in the symbol-space, there is a local constant c
such that ∫
Γ
eλψh˜k(uλ)dx = c
∫
Γ
eλψh˜k(uλ)dx
Let ∆Qx,(2) be the weighted lineality corresponding to h
2. We now claim that
∆Qx,(2) ⊂ ∆Qx,(1), but the converse does not necessarily hold. Assume h∗ = h and
let τηh = hτ
∗
η . The condition that η ∈ ∆Qx,(2), means that τηh2τη = h2 ⇔ τ2ηh = h,
thus τ2η = τ
2∗
η = 1. Thus, τηhτη = h. Conversely, τηhτη = h, means that
τ2ηh
2 = h2, that should be compared with τητ
∗
ηh
2 = h2 and if Im η 6= 0, we do not
necessarily have the opposite inclusion.
Lemma 33.6. ∆Qx,(N) is decreasing as N increases.
Assume Γ is a circle-segment with center {0} in a complex variable. Let
IΓ(uλ) =
∫
Γ
eϕuλdx. The Cousin-integral Φ can now be given as
Φ = − δδy IΓ(uλ) =
∫
Γ
( δδxe
ϕ)uλdx and
δ
δy IΓ(uλ) = −IΓ( δδxuλ), where y is assumed
to lie in the same plane as x, thus Φ =
∫
Γ
eϕ δδxuλdx. We know that Φ can be
analytically continued along transversals ∋ y, such that Im (x − y) = 0 for x ∈ Γ
(a real phase). Φ˜ is constructed according to Cousin, by adding to Φ terms on the
form FλIΓ(
δ
δy e
−ϕ)/2πi = Fλ log (b − y), where b is the one end point of Γ, given
in local coordinates. Analogously, for the other (±). Φ˜ is then regular over the
transversal, to ăy.
Assume now instead that Re h ∼∞ h and η = (x− y), with Im η ∈ ∆(tIH).
Given a disjoint decomposition of Γ, we now have tη ∈ Σx,y( Re h), ∀t real. If we
represent Φ˜ as a IΓ-integral for ϕ = h(ψ), where ψ can be chosen as real, we have
that for ϕk, it is sufficient to consider IΓ with a real phase. In the case with a
complex variable, we thus have ∆Qx,(N) ↓ {0} as N ↑ ∞. For the case with several
variables, it follows immediately through the one-variable result, that {0} is
represented as an isolated point in ∆Qx,(N) for N sufficiently large.
We can now repeat the argument concerning the set of lineality ∆C. Define the
ideal J = I(∆Qx,(1)). Let V1 = U1\∆Qx,(1) ⊂ N(J) = U1 = N( NU1). The
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construction can be iterated, J2 = I(∆Qx,(2)), with V2 = U2\∆Qx,(2) ⊂ U2. Since
∆Qx,(N) ↓ {0}, as N ↑ ∞, since ∆Qx,(N) is defined by a homomorphism (h:H → H ′),
we also have that VN is decreasing as N ↑ ∞. Thus, UN is decreasing with respect
to inclusion of sets, 0 /∈ VN , for all N , but ϕ ∈ JN0 for all N . We have
rad JN = N UN for all N and ϕ ∈ JNt means t = 0 and ϕN corresponds to a real
phase, that is ϕN is reduced for weighted lineality.
For a generalization to the Cousin-integral in several variables, we can use the
same argument. Thus, there is a positive N0, such that ∆
Q
x,(N) = 0, N ≥ N0.
Further, ∆Qx,(j) can, for any j, be realized by a locally injective C
∞-mapping with
a locally injective differential. The corresponding integral will take the form, for a
positive constant C∫
Γ
( δ
δx1
. . .
δ
δxk
eλϕ(x1,...,xk)
)
uλ(x1, . . . , xk, z)dx1 . . . dxk =
C
∫
Γ
eλϕ(x1,...,xk)
uλ(x1, . . . , xk, z)
(x1 − y1) . . . (xk − yk)dx1 . . . dxk
34. The phase ideal
The Hamilton-fields. Assume Ω a convex set, in the sense that any straight
line between two points in Ω is contained in Ω. We assume that the trajectory we
consider, γ, has an interior that is convex locally, so that in a neighborhood of a
point on γ, in a small circle centered by a point, the inner of γ is situated on one
side of the tangent to the point.
Consider the system
dψ
dϕ
= P
dh(ψ)
dϕ
= Q
We then have δψδζj = P
δϕ
δζj
and δh(ψ)δζj = Q
δϕ
δζj
and we consider the Hamilton-fields
Hh =
∑
j
dh
dϕ
δ
δζj − δhδζj ddϕ . The Poisson-bracket can now be used to define an ideal
over a domain Ω. Further, if Ω is a convex domain in the sense above and satisfies
the two regularity conditions and if h ≡ 0 on Ω, then etHh ∈ Ω for | t |< t0
Assume h constant over ψ, that is ψ ∈ (Iµ), h(ψ) = µψ and Ω = N(Iµ), we then
have dh(ψ)dϕ = 0 and in any singular point to the system, Hh(ψ) = 0. In this case
d
dte
tHh = 0 for | t |< t0. If the order of zero of the point to P is infinite, Hh(ψ) = 0
in a ζ-neighborhood of the singular point. Consider h(ψ) = µψ and assume
δh(ψ)
δζj
= µj
δP
δζj
= QP
δψ
δζj
and ddϕh = h
d
dϕ . Then
δh
δζj
dψ
dϕ =
δQ
δζj
and dhdϕ
δψ
δζj
= h( δPδζj ).
So, Hh(ψ) =
∑
j h(
δP
δζj
)− δQδζj . If we assume also
δQ
δζj
= µj
δP
δζj
, we have Hh(ψ) = 0.
Assume h self-adjoint and such that h2 is locally injective and consider
η(ψ)ψ = h(ψ). With these conditions η is a real-valued function and
ψ
dη
dψ
=
dh(ψ)
dψ
− h(ψ)
ψ
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Assume further ψ dηdψ = µ− h(ψ)ψ for a real µ. Then,
∫
|ψ|=1
h(ψ)dψ =
∫
|ψ|=1
dη
dψdψ.
Further
∫
|ψ|=1 Im h(ψ)dψ = 0 because since h is locally defined through a
polynomial, we have locally h∗ = h. Particularly, if we consider eh(ϕ) = h˜(eϕ) and
consider the above relations with h replaced by h˜
Im
∫
|ψ|=1
eh(ϕ)dϕ = 0
The conclusion is that if the ideal that defines the phase is finitely generated, the
imaginary part of the phase does not contribute to the corresponding operator.
34.1. Analytic continuation for IΓ. Assume g = g0 + ic, for a constant c and
g0 real. If there exist gj < g such that h˜(u)− v ∈ H locg1 , we say that h˜(u) ∼ v in
H locg . In the same way
∫
Γ e
λh(g)udx ∼ ∫Γ eλgvdx. Assume hj(g) = h(gj) and using
continuity, hj(g)→ h(g) as j →∞, further
∫
Γ e
λgh˜j(u)dx→
∫
Γ e
λgvdx in (H locg )
′,
modulo the equivalence above. Thus if we write v = h˜(u) we have∫
Γ
eλh(gj−g)udx→ 0 as j →∞
. This corresponds to analytic continuation for IΓ over a real phase. Given
lineality, we can chose gj non-constant and real where gj corresponds to I˜Γ. Now
consider
I˜Γ − IΓ =
∫
Γ
eλg(h˜j(u)− h˜(u))dx =
∫
Γ
eλ(hj(g)−h(g))udx
and if hj(g)− h(g) < ϕ we get for I˜Γ ∼ IΓ, a remainder term that gives an
exponentially small contribution to the integral representation. Trivially we have
if f ∼ g in H locϕ (Ω) that there exists g0 ∈ H(Ω) such that g ∼ g0 and f ∼m g0.
Further there exist I0Γ such that I˜Γ − I0Γ ∼m 0.
Assume as before η ∈ Σx,y implies Tηh = h for Tηh = τηhτη. Consider
Σ0 = {x < tx, η >≤ 0 ∀t} or equivalently {x < x, tη >≤ 0 ∀t}. Let
F̂η = Tη − I, where Fη is considered in H ′(Σ0). Further,
Σ0 = {η Tη − I of type 0}. We see that if η ∈ Σx,y, then Σ0 contains entire lines
and we can in this way define a conic neighborhood of Σx,y according to Σ
0.
We have noted that ∆Qx ↓ {0} as N ↑ ∞ and we assume h is algebraic over
I(∆Qx ) = {ϕ ϕ = 0 on ∆Qx }. If hN is locally injective, we have also that g is real.
Let otherwise L be such that h(L) = I(∆Qx ), then g
N ∈ L and g ∈ rad(L).
Obviously hN is locally injective over I(∆Qx ), for large iteration indexes, which
means that the corresponding g defines a real phase. More precisely, define (L1)
according to h(L1) = I(∆1) and (L2) according to h
2(L2) = I(∆2)and so on. The
proposition is thus that if (I) = (I)(0) is defined through (h, h2, h3, . . . , hN−1)
according to a chain of ideals L1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ LN−1 = (I), then hN+1 is locally
injective over (I).
If ϕ ∈ (I) is such that ϕ =∑j cjhj(gj) for gj ∈ Lj and since we are dealing with
geometric ideals, we can make the decomposition disjoint such that
ϕ = h(
∑
j djgj) ∃gj ∈ Jj and (I) = ⊕jJj . If ϕ ∈ I(∆1) then h(ϕ) = h(g2) for
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g ∈ (L2). We now have that N(h(I(∆1))) = N(h2(L2)) = ∆2 ⊂ ∆1. Thus,
h(ϕ) = 0 implies ϕ = 0 and we have also that h is locally injective on (I)(∆1).
Note finally that if R = {ϕ ϕ real }, we have h:R→ R and rad(R)→ rad(R)
and further rad(L1) ⊂ h(L2). In the more general case, h is algebraic in the
tangent-space and singular points are points for which g is constant. These
constant phases can thus be approximated by real and non-constant ones.
34.2. The quantitative version of Rückert’s theorem. Assume the ideal (I)
defined over a domain of holomorphy Ω such that for all ϕ ∈ (I), h(ϕ) is in the
kernel of an elliptic operator. We then have that eh(ϕ) is a polynomial over Ω\R.
Particularly, if h˜ = h we have that the polar set to h(ϕ) is an algebraic set.
Assume h(eϕ) = P/Q for P,Q polynomials and Q∗ = Q hypoelliptic. We are
going to prove that h(eϕ) = V + λQ, for a polynomial V in for instance x1 and we
make the approach λQ = h˜(eϕ) and
λ =
∫
|ξ|=r′
eh(ϕ)
1
Q
dξ
If the representation can be proven in the vicinity of the real infinity, then this
implies assuming P ≺ Q that eh(ϕ) ≺ Q. Further δλ ≺≺ I given that δP ≺≺ Q.
We will use a special case of a Lemma by H. Cartan (cf. [4]). Let
∆r = {(x1, . . . , xr) | xj |≤ rj ∀j} and ∆′r = {(x2, . . . , xr) | xj |≤ rj ∀j} be
polycylinders in the complex space. If Q has zero’s locally in ∆r and if f is
holomorphic on ∆r then there are λ, V such that f = λQ+ V where the
polynomial in x1 has degree deg Q− 1. If | f |≤ 1 on ∆r we have that the
coefficients for V are holomorphic on ∆′r and of modulus ≤M for a positive
constant M . Further | λ |≤M on ∆r. The definition of λ can be proven
independent of r′ close to r. We will briefly sketch the proof. If vp are the
coefficients to the polynomial V we have that | vp |≤ c′ on ∆r′ for a positive
constant c′. Thus there exists a positive constant c′′ such that | λQ |≤ c′′ on ∆r.
For (x2, . . . , xn) ∈ ∆′r′ and | x1 |= r1 we have that | Q |> c for a positive constant
c why using the maximum-principle we have that | λ |≤M on ∆r for a positive M .
Consider again the polar set (I) = {ϕ eϕ → 0 x→ a} and its closure with
respect to Whitney-norm (I). Thus ϕ ∈ (I) ⇔ ϕ→ 0 (ϕ→ const.) x→ a and
we assume also that the limit is uniform in a neighborhood of the point a. We can
now define a module of uniform approximation of 1 (or of a constant) through
non-constant functions ψ = eϕ with ϕ real. Denote this module Ma. It is evident
in the minimally defined situation that M̂a ⊂ Jh, for a homomorphism h and that
Ma =Ma (Whitney’s theorem).
Assume Ω a domain of holomorphy and Γ = bd Ω a compact set, further that
f1, . . . , fp are holomorphic functions on Ω, constituting a pseudo-base for a
geometric ideal (I). We know that there is a module of coefficients, cj ∈M,
holomorphic on a compact polycylinder ∆ ⊂ Ω such that ∑j cjfj = 0 on ∆. We
also assume the equation
∑
j djfj = 1 solvable on Γ. If w is an algebraic
homomorphism (I)→ (I) such that w(fj) = constfj for all j, then we obviously
have N = w−1M is a module such that we can solve the equation ∑j ajfj ∈ Jw,
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where (Jw) = ker w. If w is reduced and Ma is the module for uniform
approximation of 1, that is cj → c0j such that
∑
j c
0
jfj → 1 on Γ, then the
approximating functions can be selected from N . If we instead consider a
homomorphism w:(I)→ (I) as factorized through τǫg for an algebraic
homomorphism g, we can form N as before and solve the homogeneous equation
modulo monotropy. For the module of uniform approximation, we can consider
the equations dw(
∑
j ajfj) = 0 on Γ and w(
∑
j ajfj) = 0 on Ω. If w is such that
w2 is locally injective we have the minimally defined situation and we can always
find g ∈ (Jw)(Ω) such that g → g0 uniformly in a neighborhood of Γ. In the case
where w is an algebraic homomorphism, it is sufficient to chose N = (Jw)(Ω) and
in the case of a factorized homomorphism we have the same proposition modulo
monotropy.
We have earlier considered the example Ω = Σ and Γ = ∆Qx and the ideal
(J) = {g dh(g) = 0} for a homomorphism w such that dw is reduced (locally
injective) and h(g) = w(ĝ)− ŵ(g). We write aj = eϕj and assume that
w(aj) = ŵ(ϕj)→ 0 as x→ a for x ∈ V , V a neighborhood of a. If U is the dual
to V in Exp, we see that w(ϕj) ∈ E ′ (0)(U). The problem is now to determine the
support for these measures. We can also assume | ŵ(ϕj)−Qj( 1x−a) |< ǫ for x 6= a,
x close to a. This means that the phase w(ϕj) can be seen locally as a polynomial
operator Qj(D)δA, where A corresponds to a through the duality. Under the
condition Df ≺≺ I, it is sufficient to consider operators Q of first order.
A comparison with Cartan’s version of Rückert’s Nullstellensatz gives with the
same approach as earlier that if h(eϕ) = 0 we have modulo monotropy that the
condition | h(eϕ) |≤ ǫ gives | λ |≤Mǫ for a positive M and a small positive ǫ. If
(I) = {g eg → 0 x→ a} and g = h(ϕ) we can form
(I)m = {h(ϕ) | h(eϕ) |< ǫ} = {h(ϕ) | ĥ(ϕ) |< ǫ}. We can now use
Paley-Wiener’s theorem modulo monotropy and we see that h(ϕ) ∈ E ′ (0), thus
(I)m can be realized through measures.
[19]
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